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Preface

his study analyzes three ways to realize budget. ,s by taxing or reducing bene-

fits from entitlement programs considered as a gr p, rather than reducing benefits
program by program. The Congressional Budget Office '*BO) prepared the study in

response to requests from Members of Congress and others for an elaboration of the analysis
presented on this subject in CBO's March 1994 volume Reducing the Deficit: Spending and
Revenue Options. The study also examines the current distribution arnv ng family income
groups of benefits from I I major entitlement programs, in response to a r'quest from Senator
Alan K. Simpson and eight other Senators for information on current payments to individLi2
and families under these entitlements.

The specific options considered are taxing all entitlement benefits under the federal indi-
vidual income tax, reducing benefits provided to middle- and high-income families, and deny-
ing benefits to families with the highest incomes. For each option, the study estimates budget-
ary savings and the distributional impact on families; it also discusses issues that would affect
the options' administration and effectiveness. In accordance with CBO's mandate to provide
objective and impartial analysis, this study contains no recommendations.

Roberton Williams of CBO's Tax Analysis Division wrote the study under the direction of
Rosemary Marcuss and Frank Sammartino. Paul Cullinan of the Budget Analysis Division
helped write the first draft of the study. Richard Kasten assisted in developing the micro-
simulation model used to analyze the policy options. Roger Hitchner of the Natural Resources
and Commerce Division drafted the discussion of agricultural subsidies. Many other CBO
staff members provided comments including Robert Dennis, Nancy Gordon, Mark Musell,
Neil Singer, Ralph Smith, David Torregrosa, and David Weiner. Eugene Steuerle and Patricia
Ruggles offered useful comments on a late draft.

Leah Mazade edited the manuscript, and Christian Spoor provided editorial help during
the production process. Simone Thomas produced drafts of the study. Martina Wojak-
Piotrow prepared the study for publication.

Robert D. Reischauer
Director

September 1994
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Summary

C urrent projections for the federal budget deficit

in the near future show it falling to its lowest How Much Is Spent on
level in several years. But the prospects over

the longer term are less rosy: if present programs con- Entitlements?
tinue as they are, the deficit will begin to rise again to-
ward the end of the decade and reach record levels soon Mandatory federal spending for entitlement programs
after the turn of the century. As a large and growing totaled more than $750 billion in 1993--more than half
share of the budget, spending for entitlement programs of the federal budget and up from 30 percent three de-
is a major contributor to that surge. cades earlier. Outlays for entitlements are projected to

grow more than 3 percent faster than the rate of infla-
To help limit the projected rise in the deficit, some tion each year for the foreseeable future. By 2004, as-

Members of Congress and concerned commentators suming that present budgetary policy remains in place,
have proposed scaling back entitlement benefits--spe- entitlements will account for nearly two-thirds of fed-
cifically, by denying payments (or a share of them) to eral spending. The aging of the baby-boom generation
recipients based strictly on the amount of their incomes, will continue to drive that share higher over succeeding
This approach, known as means-testing, has several decades.
pluses: straightforward interpretation, simplicity of de-
sign, apparent ease of administration, and some politi- T'iis rapid growth has caused mandatory spending
cal appeal. A related approach, that of considering to consume a growing share of the country's output.
more benefits as income for tax purposes, has the added Since 1962, spending for entitlements as a percentage
advantages of broadening--and therefore improving-- of gross domestic product has doubled from 6 percent
the definition of income for purposes of the income tax, to 12 percent and will exceed 14 percent by early in the
and being even easier to administer, next century.

This study examines several ways to means-test Given the size and growth of entitlement spending,
entitlements. It describes who gets entitlement benefits, substantial reduction of the nation's budget deficit will
why those people have been designated as beneficiaries, almost certainly require bringing that spending under
and how alternative approaches to means-testing are control. Limiting eligibility or reducing benefits pro-
likely to affect them. The analysis suggests that several gram by program is, of course, always an option. But
popularly promoted approaches are neither as simple as that approach would be both time-consuming and polit-
they appear nor obviously preferable to alternatives in ically difficult. In addition, it could have an uneven
terms of equity. impact on recipients, particularly those who receive
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benefits from more than one program. A "global" ap- rity, Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensa-
proach, such as making more entitlements subject to tion, veterans' compensation and pensions, and agricul-
Federal income taxes or reducing or denying benefits tural price supports. (Veterans' pensions are, in fact,
from combinations of programs to recipients with high means-tested benefits. They are combined here with
incomes, is also possible. This study examines several veterans' compensation because available data de not
global approaches. distinguish between the two programs.) Social Security

is by far the largest of these programs, accounting for
four-fifths of total outlays in this category.

W hat Are the M ajor Just under one-third of the nation's spending for
entitlements pays for two government health insurance

Entitlement Programs? programs--Medicare for elderly and disabled people
and Medicaid for the poor. About one-tenth of outlays

Entitlements can be grouped into four major categories. finance government pensions for retired civilian and
About half of all entitlement spending goes to cash so- military employees. Another tenth funds four means-
cial insurance programs, which include Social Secu- tested assistance programs that are designed to aid

Summary Table 1.
Recipient Families by Income and Type, 1990

Percentage Average Benefits
Family Percentage of Families per Recipient Family Percentage
Category of All Families Receiving Benefits (1990 dollars) of All Benefits

All Families 100 49 10,320 100

Income (1990 dollars)a
1 to 29,999 57 58 9,590 63
30,000 to 99,999 39 37 11,710 33
100,000 or more 4 31 15,220 4

rypeb
With children 34 39 8,200 22
Elderly 21 98 13,970 58
Other 45 32 6,930 20

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

YOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covers tie following entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
don and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, the outlay portion
of the earned Income tax credit, Medicare, Medicaid, and federal civilian and military pensions. Food stamps are measured at face value;
Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any premiums paid

i. Fan-dy income comprises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative Income are included only In totals.

Families wlth chidren are all families wit at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.
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)oor people: Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for incomes above $100,000 got benefits that averaged
he elderly and disabled, Aid to Families with Depen- around $15,000. In other words, a larger share of low-
lent Children (AFDC), the Food Stamp program, and income than high-income families received benefits but
,he refundable portion of the earned income tax credit got smaller benefits than higher-income recipients. The

"EITC). net result of these two factors was a distribution of total
benefits among categories of income that roughly mir-

Of these programs, the Congressional Budget Of- rored the distribution of families among those catego-
Fice (CBO) projects that expenditures for health pro- ries. For example, families with incomes below
grams and the EITC will grow most rapidly in the near $30,000 constituted just under 60 percent of all fami-
Future. Over the next five years, Medicare and Medic- lies and received just over 60 percent of all entitlements
aid costs will rise about 8 percent annually in real terms (see Summary Table 1).
(after adjusting for inflation) because of rapid inflation
in health care costs and growing numbers of par-
Licipants. Changes made in the Omnibus Budget Rec-
onciliation Act of 199' will cause spending for the Approaches to Reducing
EITC to increase nearly 13 percent annually after
adjusting for inflation, but outlays for that program will Entitlement pen g
flatten out by the turn of the century.

To reduce spending for entitlements requires cutting the
amount of benefits they pay or limiting the number of
people who receive them. Such reductions could apply

Who Gets Entitlements? to individual programs--changes made in recent years
have taken that approach. Or the cuts could be more

In 1990, nearly half of all families in this country re- global, using some sort of means test to limit spending

ceived benefits from one or more of 11 major entitle- for most or all programs. Alternatively, the Congress

ment programs. For recipient families, the value of could cut net spending for entitlements indirectly by

these benefits averaged about $10,300 (see Summary taxing benefits and thus increasing revenues.

Table 1). Because nearly all people over age 65 qualify Over the past 15 years, the Congress has limited
for Medicare and Social Security, participation in those sperdtho particular tlements by r ed
programs was highest among the elderly; 98 percent spending for particular entitlements by reducing cost-
received benefits averaging almost $14,000. As a re- of-living adjustments, holding down payments to pro-
suceited almostrenefifths of allentitlement sp g wrent viders of medical care, and restricting eligibility forsult, alm ost three-fifths of all entitlem ent spe nding w ent b n ft . C r e tl g s ai e p o o a s w u d c ni uto fmiles ho nclued t lastone embr ae 6 or benefits. Current legislative proposals would continue
older, this trend by reducing the levels of benefits for future

recipients of Social Security and lowering Medicare and

About 40 percent of families with children received Medicaid reimbursement rates for hospitals and

average benefits of roughly $8,200, and about one-third medical care providers. Changing individual programs,

of nonelderly childless families got entitlements averag- however, requires considerable time and substantial

ing just under $7,000. One-fifth of total spending for effort to achieve consensus.

entitlements went to each of these two groups of
families. Another approach to curbing the net cost of en-

titlements would be to broaden the definition of taxable

Families at the bottom end of the income distribu- income in the federal individual income tax to include

tion (low-income families) are more likely to receive more entitlement benefits. Unemployment compensa-

entitlements than their wealthier counterparts, but aver- tion and that part of government pensions that exceeds

age benefits rise with recipients' incomes. Three-fifths workers' contributions are already fully subject to in-

of families with incomes below $30,000 received bene- come taxes, as are part of Social Security benefits for

fits from at least one entitlement in 1990 averaging middle- and high-income recipients.

about $9,600. In contrast, one-third of families with
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On the one hand, expanding the definition of tax- Make Entitlements Subject to Federal
6ble income to include all entitlements could improve Individual Income Taxes
he equity of the income tax by treating income from
:ntitlements like private-sector income. On the other The first option would tax benefits that were not attrib-
hand, if the Congress set levels of benefits under the utable to the past contributions of recipients. Entitle-
issumption that entitlements would not be taxed, sub-ecting them to taxes could reduce the net benefits that menit payments subject to federal income taxes under
person receives below what the Congress has deemed the option would comprise 85 percent of all Social Se-

tppropriate. curity and Railroad Retirement benefits, 85 percent of
the insurance value of Medicare hospital benefits, the

A second global approach to reducing entitlements full insurance value of Medicare Supplementary Medi-
vould employ some sort of means test to At or deny cal Insurance less any premiums paid, the face value of
venefits to people with high incomes. Such cuts would food stamps, the insurance value of Medicaid, and the
mpose the costs of this approach to reducing the deficit full benefits paid for veterans' compensation and pen-

mpos th cots f tis pprachto eduingthedefcit sions, AFDC, and SSI. (The insurance value of Medi-
rn those most able to bear them. They would also cur-

ail total payments to people who are receiving benefits care or Medicaid equals the total cost of the program

'rom more than one program. This approach might divided by the number of people participating. Count-

,olve the problem of burgeoning entitlements more di- ing only 85 percent of Social Security, Railroad Retire-

ectly than cuts in individual programs. Nevertheless, ment, and Medicare hospital benefits recognizes that

t could also keep the programs from achieving the spe- recipients paid taxes during their working years to fi-

:ific goals that they were created to meet. nance part of their benefits. As noted above, un-
employment compensation and federal civilian and mil-

Which recipients lost benefits would depend on the itary pensions exceeding workers' contributions are al-

evel of income at which cuts began and the rate at ready fully taxable.)

vhich benefits were taken away as income rose. Set-
ing "thresholds" for those actions at higher levels of If this option was igr plemented for the 1995 tax
ncome would exempt more current recipients from year, it would generate $18 billion of additional reve-
.uts; reducing benefits at rates that rose more gradually nues in fiscal year 1995 and $258 billion over five~'it inomeor tat erelimied o lss tan 00 er- years (see Summary Table 2). More than five-sixths of
vith income or that were limited to less than 100 per- the additional revenues would come from Social Secu-
xnt would protect a larger share of benefits. The more

senefits are shielded from cuts, however, the smaller rity and Medicare recipients.
vill be the budgetary savings. The additional taxes from making more enti-

tlements taxable would average 10 percent of benefits
for nearly two-thirds of the families who receive en-
titlements (see Summary Table 3). Five out of six el-

Budgetary and Distributional derly recipients would pay higher taxes, compared with

Effects of Alternative Policy just one-third of recipient families with children. (The
difference in those latter proportions reflects two facts:

[)ptions almost all elderly people receive substantial amounts of
entitlements, and families with children who get bene-

TBO analysts simulated three specific policy options to fits are most likely to be poor and to be getting means-
how the budgetary savings that taxing or means-test- tested assistance--ard therefore unlikely to owe taxes.)
ng entitlements might generate. The options that were Of the additional tax revenues, almost half would come
:xamined approximate proposals put forth to address from families with incomes under $30,000. Nearly
he problem of surging entitlement spending. Mod- three-fourths would come from elderly recipients.
fications to each option could raise or lower its bud-
retary savings.
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Four modifications to the tax option could change o Exempting some entitlements from taxation would
both the revenues that the government gained from it reduce the number of families who were affected,
and the way the added taxes were distributed among protecting families in those programs that were
families of various incomes, declared exempt.

"o Excluding a base amount of entitlements for all
taxpayers would protect the poorest families from Reduce Entitlement Benefits for
owing taxes (that they might not be able to pay) on Middle- and High-Income Recipients
those benefits. It would also, however, fully shield
hibs-incoe families whose benefits fell below that A second option to lower net outlays for entitlements is

modeled on a recent proposal of the Concord Coalition.

"o Establishing a threshold for family income before (The coalition is a bipartisan organization headed by

any entitlements became taxable would exempt former Members of Congress that focuses on fiscal pol-

low-income families from new taxes without reduc- icy.) The option would cut up to 85 percent of benefits

ing the tax liability of wealthy families, on a graduated scale for families with annual incomes
above $40,000. It would index the income brackets for

"o Taxing only a fraction of all entitlements would inflation, but the brackets would be the same for fami-

lessen the impact of this option on all beneficiaries lies of all sizes.

and would exempt only the poorest recipients The option would affect the following entitlements:
whose taxable incomes (including countable bene- Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemploy-
fits) were too low to require them to pay taxes.

Summary Table 2.
Estimated Gains in Revenues and Reductions In Spending Under Three
Policy Options to Cut Net Entitlement Costs, Fiscal Years 1995-1999 (in billions of dollars)

Policy Option 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1995-1999

Broaden Definition of Taxable
Income to Include Entitlements 18.0 52.6 57.0 62.3 68.1 258.0

Reduce Entitlement Benefits for
Middle- and High-Income
Recipientse 9.4 45.4 42.2 44.9 47.9 189.8

Deny Entitlement Benefits to
High-Income Recipients 4.1 10.1 9.3 10.0 10.7 44.2

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: The tls covers tu following entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Medicare, Medicaid, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, and the Food Stamp
program.

a. This option closey resembles the proposal of the Concord Coalition to reduce spending for entitlements.
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ment compensation, veterans' compensation and pen- ments by about $9 billion in fiscal year 1995 and $190
sions, SSI, AFDC, the face value of food stamps, and billion over five years (see Summary Table 2). About
the insurance value of Medicare and Medicaid, minus 60 percent of the savings would come from reducing
any premiums paid. Following the Concord Coalition's Social Security benefits,. ' 30 percent would come
proposal, federal civilian and military pensions would from Lutting Medicare.
be exempt from cuts. (The coalition excluded pensions
from their plan because pensions are part of the labor This option would take away an average of a quar-
contract between the government and its employees and ter of the benefits of about one-fifth of all recipients
not entitlements in the same sense as the other (see Summary Table 3). Families with incomes below
programs.) $30,000 would be essentially exempt from cuts; more

than half of families with incomes between $30,000
If the option was fully implemented at the begin- and $100,000 and five-sixths of those with incomes

ning of 1995, it would reduce outlays for entitle- above $100,000 would see their benefits fall. Almost

Summary Table 3.
Distribution of Losses of Benefits Among Recipient Families Under Three
Policy Options to Cut Net Entitlement Costs, by Family Income and Type (In percent)

Recipient Families Aggregate Benefits Lost by
Family Category Losing Benefits Benefits Lost Families Losing Benefits

Broaden Definition of Taxable Income to Include Entitlements

All Families 64 100 10

Income (1995 dollars)*
1 to 29,999 63 46 8
30,000 to 99,999 64 46 12
100,000 or more 71 8 17

Type'
With children 34 9 5
Elderly 85 73 11
Other 60 18 10

Reduce Entitlement Benefits for Middle- and High-Income Recipients

All Families 22 100 23

Income (1995 dollars)*
1 to 29,999 c c d
30,000 to 99,999 56 54 15
100,000 or more 82 45 71

Typeb
With children 20 12 20
Elderly 25 72 23
Other 21 15 22

SOURCE: Congnssional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue
Services 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.
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half of all savings would come from the latter group, o Raising the level of income at which reductions
whose entitlements would drop by about 70 percent. begin would exempt more families from cuts.

reduce the size of the cuts for all but the highest-
Neither the likelihood of suffering cuts in benefits income families, and lower the savings ip outlays.

nor the average benefit loss would vary much among
different types of families. However, because elderly o Lowering the percentage of benefits cut for families
families receive significantly more entitlement benefits in each category of income would have similar
than other groups, they would bear nearly three-quar- effects.
ters of the costs.

o Limiting the maximum cut to less than 85 percent
Three modifications would change the budgetary would lessen the option's impact--but only for fam-

savings and the way the option's effects were distrib- ilies at the top of the income distribution.
uted among categories of recipients.

Summary Table 3.
Continued

Recipient Families Aggregate Benefits Lost by
Family Category Losing Benefits Benefits Lost Families Losing Benefits

Deny Entitlement Benefits to High-income Recipients

All Families 1 100 77

Income (1995 dollars)"
1 to 29,999 0 0 0
30,000 to 99,999 c c d
100,000 or more 29 100 77

Typeb
With children c c d
Elderly 2 94 80
Other 1 5 57

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covets the following entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
Medicaid. Food stamps are measured at face value; Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any
premiums paid.

a. Fan*y income comprises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative Income are Included only in totals.

b. Familes withchilren are all fanmlies with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

c. Less than 0.5 percent.

d. Too few families would be affected to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.
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Deny Entitlements to High-Income
Recipients Issues in Implementing

A final option that approximates recent legislative pro- the Options
posals would deny all entitlements to families with very Taxing entitlements or establishing a global means test
high incomes. The specific proposal analyzed for this would require decisions about how to structure and ad-
study would phase out entitlements at a rate of 50 per- minister each option. Of the three options, counting
cent for single people with 1995 nonentitlement income

of mre han 100000 nd oupes wth ncoms aove entitlements as taxable income would be the simplest to
of$m12 0,000. t w take and couples with incomes above carry out because it would use the existing administra-
$120,000. It would take away all entitlements when tive structures of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
income exceeded those limits by $10,000 or more. All Each program would send recipients a statement of the
dollar values would be indexed for inflation, benefits provided to them during the calendar year that

would be subject to income taxes. In turn, recipientsIf the proposal was applied to the same programs would report those amounts as income on their federal

as the benefit reduction option discussed above, it tax returns. ac ounting po tauit meas

would reduce outlays for entitlements by $4 billion in t oe ans, And tax uld a eadef
fiscl yar 995 nd eary $4 bilio ove fie yars ment of means, and tax rates would all be defined by

fiscal year 1995 and nearly $45 billion over five years the tax code. These issues become more complicated

(see Summary Table 2). Roughly three-fifths of the
under the benefit reduction and denial options.

savings would come from Social Security, and another
one-third would come from Medicare. A global means test--either to reduce or deny

benefits--could be administered in one of several ways:
This option would affect only the richest 1 percent by the individual agencies that currently administer the

of entitlement recipients, taking away an average of

three-fourths of their benefits (see Summary Table 3). entitlement programs, by a single newly created agency

Evensoles tha on-thrd o al reipiets ithin- that would oversee all entitlements, or by a single exist-Even so, less than one-third of all recipients with in- ing agency like the IRS. A single agency would have
comes above $100,000 would suffer cuts. The reduc- inagcylkth R.Asgeaecywudavomesabve100 would falsotueviyonteflerly, wsho wduld the advantage of having to gather data in only one placetions would fall most heavily on the elderly, who would to apply a single standard to all of the programs. Using

account for 94 percent of the total savings. Families toaplyating standato all of theamingan existing organization would avoid creating a new
with children would essentially be exempt from any bureaucracy. Adding to the workload of an existing
loss of benefits because most of those receiving bene- agency could, however, make it difficult for that organi-
fits have incomes below the option's threshold for cut- zation to carry out its principal functions.
ting entitlements.

Two modifications could change the savings and Whether a means test is prospective or retrospec-
distributional impact of this proposal. tive would determine how well programs meet the

needs of their participants and how easy or difficult it
"would be to administer the test. On the one hand, a

o Lowering the threshold for family income above prospective test, which looks at the income people ex-
which benefits could be cut would generate greater pect to receive in the near future, would provide a better
savings.gauge of need in the period when benefits are paid. But
benefits of more recipients, a small reduction in the a prospective test would be prone to error and by its
thresholds would still protect low- and middle- aprsetvtstwudbpontoeorndyisinchom s fm ldtie, pnature would require reconciliation to recoup over-
income families. payments or make additional payments. A retrospec-

tive test, on the other hand, although less likely to
"o Broadening the range of income over which bene- misestimate a recipient's resources, could bAse cuts in

fits are phased out would lower savings and cush- benefits on a measure of well-being that poorly as-
ion the effects of the option on families near the sesses current needs.upper income limit.
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In applying a means test, a major issue is the choice A final implementation issue involves taxing or
of the appropriate "unit" (individual, couple, family, or reducing benefits received in kind from Medicare, Med-
soar other). That decision determines which recipients icaid, and the Food Stamp program. To put any of the
would be affected and how much of their benefits they three options in place woald require assigning monetary
would lose. It also influences whether people would values to such benefit, but there is little agreemt
face incentives to change their living arrangements to about how to do that.
avoid losing their entitlements.

CBO's analysis valued food stamps at their face
Applying a means test to individuals would pre- value and Medicare and Medicaid at their insurance

clude families' breaking up or forming to keep their value. Yet those amounts, particularly for the health
benefits, but it might understate or overstate a recipi- programs, probably overstate the value to many partici-
ent's well-being by ignoring the resources that are pants of the benefits they receive. And even if policy-
shared within a family. Conversely, basing a means makers could agree on how to value in-kind benefits,
test on family income might offer a better measure of a many beneficiaries, particularly those at the bottom of
beneficiary's financial situation. It could, however, in- the income distribution, would lack the financial re-
duce families to split up to avoid losing their benefits. sources to pay taxes on those benefits.
Constructing family-based measures of resources that
take account of differences in the size and composition Furthermore, because reducing health benefits by
of families could mitigate any economic incentives to any given percentage is probably impractical, the bene-
alter a family's makeup. fit reduction option would be likely to assess premiums

on the families it affects equal to an appropriate per-
How resources are measured can also have an centage of the value assigned to benefits. Again, some

effect--on the way benefit losses are distributed among families receiving benefits might be unable to afford
recipients and on the way recipients behave. Broad those premiums. Each of the options would require
measures that include both cash and in-kind income and features to address these difficulties.
assets might offer the best assessment of well-being,
but they could also be more expensive and complicated
to obtain and more subject to error than simpler mea-
sures. The problems of valuing noncash resources Comparing the Policy Options
alone could make any all-inclusive measure unwork-
able. Anid excluding some forms of income or assets The three policy options discussed in this study would
cauld prove difficult as well--by inducing potential ben- differ markedly in several aspects: their budgetary sav-
eficiaries to shift their income and assets into those ex- ings, how they would distribute costs among recipients
cluded sources and thus avoid losing their benefits. of entitlements, and the problems of administration they

would pose. The three options are essentially similar in
The rate at which entitlements are cut as incomes that they all would impose taxes on entitlements based

r.se affects both the budgetary savings that means-test- on a fan'ily's entitlement and nonentiflement income.
ing would generate and disincentives for beneficiaries They differ in the tax rates they would impose and the
to work and save. The higher the rate at which benefits income brackets over which those rates would apply.
are cut, the greater will be the budgetary savings--but
also the more likely people will be to work or save less Among the three options examined in this study,
to avoid losing benefits. How much recipients would the tax option would generate the greatest budgetary
respond to the disincentives that means-testing creates savings--about $260 billion in new revenues over five
is unknown. Their response would depend not only on years. It would also affect the most recipients, but it
the rate of benefit reduction but also on the range of re- would impose the smallest costs--about 10 percent of
sources over which means-testing would apply and the benefits--on those families who would pay higher taxes.
way in which the means test would be administered. Because rates in the federal individual income tax are
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relatively flat, this option would be the least progres- more than four times as much as the denial option. On
sive of those examined. It would, however, be the easi- the one hand, it would be more progressive than the tax
est and probably the least costly to administer: recipi- option, taking more than twice as great a share of bene-
ents would simply report and pay taxes on their benefits fits away from about a third as many recipients. On the
when they filed their federal tax returns. other hand, it would be less progressive than the denial

option: on average, it would take away one-third of the
At the other extreme, the option denying benefits to share of benefits but would affect more than 20 times

high-income families would save much less than the the number of families.
other two options--about $44 billion over five years--
because it would affect the fewest recipients. The af- The benefit reduction option would be the most
fected families, however, would lose a greater share of costly of the three to administer. Agencies would have
their benefits--about three-fourths--making the denial to obtain information on the incomes of most recipi-
option the most progressive of the three approaches. ents, and many cases would require reconciliation of
Finally. although each affected case would be costly to levels of benefits at the end of each year.
administer, only I percent of recipient families would
be involved. Thus, the total administrative costs of this Modifying the three options so that they would gen-
option would be limited. erate more comparable budgetary savings would reduce

the differences among their effects on beneficiaries.
Reducing benefits that go to middle- and high-in- Nevertheless, the options would maintain their relative

come families would produce savings and effects on positions in terms of number of families affected, share
beneficiaries that fall between those of the other two of benefits lost, progressivity, and cost of administra-
options. Over five years, the benefit reduction option tion.
would save three-quarters as much as the tax option but



Chapter One

Introduction

uring the 1980s and 1990s, the federal budget one-third over the past three decades, falling from

deficit has exceeded 2.5 percent of gross 13.5 percent of GDP in 1962 to slightly more than
domestic product (GDP) every year, an unpre- 8 percent in 1994.

cedented stretch of peacetime deficit spending. Al-
though the spending constraints of the Budget Enforce- o Mandatory spending consists overwhelmingly of
ment Act of 1990 are expected to hold the deficit at entitlements such as Social Security, Medicare, and
roughly this share of GDP for the next few years, the Medicaid, government programs that make pay-
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) projects that the ments to recipients who meet criteria specified in
deficit will grow fp'ster than GDP each year thereafter if law and who apply for funds. Mandatory spending
current policies are maintained. In dollar terms, CBO has doubled over the 1962-1994 period--from 6
projects that the deficit will rise from about $200 bil- percent to 12 percent of GDP.
lion in 1994 to almost $400 billion in 2004. Ever-
mounting federal deficits directly reduce national sav-
ings and threaten the growth of U.S. living standards.

Many factors have combined over recent decades to Figure 1.
proucethenaton' deici prble. Fderl sendng Components of Federal Spending as a Percentage

produce the nation's deficit problem. Federal spending of Gross Domestic Product, 1962-2004

has grown as a percentage of GDP while revenues have

claimed a relatively constant share. The growth in Percentage of GDP

spending has come from different movements of the 30 -Atual Projected
three major components of federal expenditures (see
Figure I).'

o Discretionary spending encompasses programs 20
controlled by annual appropriation bills. It in-
cludes funding for defense, international activities,
and domestic programs such as transportation, law
enforcement, and government operations. Expen- 10 -

ditures for this category have shrunk by more than Discreonry Spending

0

1. Goveonet spending also includes two smaller categories. Offsetting 1964 1974 1984 1994 2004
receips are fm and similar charges that the budget records as negative
outays. Deposi uwance spending reflects the governments commit- SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.
meto preet depots in insolvent institutions minus the fees charged
for this insurance.
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o Net interest spending includes federal interest pay- The federal government's major entitlement pro-
mets to the public less interest income received by grams can be grouped in four categories.2 Cash social
the government. Driven by the quadrupling of the insurance programs provide cash payments to qualify-
national debt since 1980 and by market interest ing individuals without respect to their economic well-
rates, net interest has also more than doubled since being. This category includes Social Security's Old-
1962, rising from 1.2 percent to 3.0 percent of Age and Disability programs, unemployment compen-
GDP. sation, veterans' compensation and pensions, and agri-

cultural price supports.3 Those programs accounted for
The figures above point to a clear conclusion: any almost half of all federal entitlement spending in 1993,

attempt to reduce the budget deficit that does not in- with 80 percent of that share going for Social Security
volve increasing the share of income claimed by taxes benefits (see Table 1).
must curb the rapid growth of mandatory spending--
particularly spending for entitlements. The Congress Two health insurance programs, Medicare and
has already sharply constrained discretionary spending Medicaid, pay for health care services for elderly, dis-
to the point where many Members argue that further abled, and poor people. Medicare benefits are not sub-
cuts would be destructive. Beyond making decisions ject to a means test; that is, beneficiaries do not lose
that affect the size of the debt, the Congress has little benefits as their incomes rise. In contrast, Medicaid
control over net interest spending. CBO projects that if assistance goes only to families with limited financial
entitlements are not constraine t, they will grow to 14 resources. Together the two programs consumed al-
percent of GDP over the next 10 years. most a third of all entitlement spending in 1993.

The rapid growth of entitlements, combined with About 10 percent of federal outlays for entitlements
reductions in spending for defense and other discretion- finance means-tested assistance programs. Such pro-
ary programs, has raised the entitlement share of out- grams offer aid in cash and in kind to families with low
lays from 30 percent in 1962 to 54 percent in 1993. If incomes and assets. Aid to Families with Dependent
present policies continue, entitlements could constitute Children (AFDC) and Supplemental Security Income
nearly two-thirds of all federal spending by early in the (SSI) provide cash assistance. The Food Stamp pro-
next century. The aging of the baby-boom generation gram offers vouchers that recipients can use to pur-
will drive that fraction still higher over succeeding de- chase food. The earned income tax credit (EITC)
cades. What are the major entitlements that are gener- makes cash payments to taxpayers with limited earn-
ating this growing category of federal spending? And ings who qualify for tax credits that exceed what they
what approaches might the Congress pursue to bring owe in federal income taxes.
that growth under control?

The Major Entitlement
2. The categorization used in this study is neither precise nor compre-

hensive. For example, because of limitations in the available data,
veterans pensions are included under cash social insurance programs,
even though, unlike other such entitlements, they are paid only on the

Entitlement programs span a wide range of activities basis of need. Medicaid is listed here as a health program but could
have been included under means-tested assistance. The study does not

that give cash or in-kind assistance to recipients. The discuss the government's smaller entitlement programs, which include
diverse programs provide benefits to individuals, fami- family support programs other than Aid to Families with Dependent

Children. child nutrition programs, student loan programs, social seT-
lies, businesses, or units of government that meet spe- vices, and credit reform accounts.
cific criteria established in law. Qualified parties who
cifc criereia benftablished in law.rmualfd parties whod 3. Federal pensions and most means-tested benefits also involve cash pay-apply receive benefits based on formulas that are codi- ments but ae considered under separate categories in this study. Pen-
fled in law and not subject to annual appropriation ac- sios fall under a different rubric because they are part of the labor con-

tion by the Congress. tact between government workers and their employers. Means-tested
benefits are classified separately because they provide an economic
safety net for low-income families.
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Finafly, government retirement programs provide People with low incomes also benefit substantially

pensions for federal civilian and military retirees. from entitlement programs. Means-tested benefits,
These programs account for nearly one-tenth of entitle- which go only to these families, account for about one-
ment spending. fifth of all entitlermient spending. However, because

some benefits that are not means-tested also go to the

The principal beneficiaries of these entitlements are poor, the fraction of entitlement benefits that assist
the elderly. Social Security and Medicare benefits poor families and individuals significantly exceeds one-
make up nearly 60 percent of all entitlement spending, fifth.
and roughly five-sixths of that amount benefits people
age 65 or older. The elderly also receive about 10 per- CBO projects that spending for entitlements over
cent of other such spending, bringing their total share of the next five years will grow by about 3 percent annu-
all entitlements to nearly 60 percent. ally in real terms--that is, after adjusting for inflation.

Table 1.
CBO Baseline Projections of Mandatory Federal Spending by Program, Fiscal Years 1993 and 1999

Average
1993 (Actual) 1999 (Projected) Annual

Billions Percentage Billions Percentage Percentage of
of 1993 of Mandatory of 1993 of Mandatory Real Growth,
Dollars Spending Dollars Spending 1993-1999

Cash Social Insurance Programs
Social Security

and Railroad Retirement 302 40 342 37 2.1
Unemployment compensation 35 5 23 3 -6.5
Veterans' compensation

and pensions 21 3 18 2 -2.2
Agricultural price supports 1A6 .2 __A --1. -11.8

Subtotal 374 49 391 42 0.8

Health Programs
Medicare 143 19 220 24 7.5
Medicaid 7N 0AD 126 14 8.9

Subtotal 219 29 347 38 8.0

Means-Tested Assistance
Aid to Families with Dependent

Children and other family support 16 2 17 2 0.8
Supplemental Security Income 21 3 29 3 5.7
Food stamps 25 3 26 3 0.6
Earned income tax credit __2 -- I21 -2 15.1

Subtotal 71 9 93 10 4.3

Government Retirement Programs
Federal civilian pensions 39 5 43 5 1.5
Military pensions 26 __a 29 __3 2.0

Subtotal 65 8 72 8 1.7

Other Mandatory Outlays 34 4 23 .3 -6.0

Total 762 100 927 100 3.3

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.
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Under current law, only three programs will exhibit poses a one-time reduction in the COLA for Social Se-
particularly rapid growth (see Table 1). Spending for curity to reduce benefits for current recipients.
Medicare and Medicaid will increase about 8 percent
annually in real terms. (That projection assumes that Virtually every budget reconciliation bill enacted
the Congress does not enact significant health care re- over the past decade has restricted Medicare reimburse-
form legislation and the health care industry remains ments (or the annual increases in reimbursement rates)
relatively unchanged.) The EITC will also expand rap- for services provided by hospitals and doctors. The
idly because of substantial changes made in the Omni- sequestration required in fiscal year 1986 under the
bus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. Outlays for Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of
the program will grow 15 percent a year in real terms 1985 took the same tack. The different health care re-
through 1999 but will then level off. form bills considered by the 103rd Congress would

have reduced federal spending for Medicare and Medic-
aid in a, variety of ways including lowering reimburse-
ment rates for hospital care, limiting payments to other

Approaches to Reducing health care providers, and moving some beneficiaries
from Medicaid to coverage under private health insur-

Entitlement Spending ance. Some plans would also have increased the premi-
ums that enrollees pay for benefits from Medicare's

The approach usually taken to constrain entitlement Supplementary Medical Insurance (Part B).
spending involves cutting spending program by pro-
gram. The Congress has followed that path in its previ- Tightening eligibility requirements to lower outlays
ous efforts at control. An alternative approach, which was primarily limited to the Omnibus Budget Reconcil-
has not yet been tried, derives from the premise that a iation Act of 1981. That action focused on AFDC and
government with fiscal problems should not provide the Food Stamp program, both of which are means-
benefits to those who have little need for government tested. The Social Security Long-Range Solvency Act
support. This strategy would be global rather than pro- proposes to raise the age at which annuitants could re-
gram based, using some form of means-testing to limit ceive full benefits and to cut benefits for future retirees
eligibility (and thus expenditures) for all entitlement who had high average earnings during their working
programs. Several recent proposals follow that ap- years.
proach. The broad range of global options also in-
cludes making more entitlement income subject to the Another approach that the Congress has considered
federal individual income tax. to lower the net cost of entitlement programs is count-

ing benefits as taxable income under the federal indi-
vidual income tax. Most entitlement benefits are not

Changes to Individual Programs taxed. But some--notably unemployment compensation
and federal civilian and military pensions in excess of

Most of the legislative changes in entitlements over the pensioners' contributions--are fully taxable, as are up to
past 15 years have focused on three methods for curb- 85 percent of Social Security payments to middle- and
ing spending: reducing cost-of-living adjustments high-income recipients.
(COLAs), limiting payments to providers of medical
care, or restricting eligibility for benefits. Current pro- Constraining entitlements program by program rec-
posals would use similar methods. The Congress de- ognizes that each one has its own constituencies and
layed or denied COLAs in some years (1981, 1982, purposes. Indeed, the Congress designed the eligibility
1985, and 1993) to lower spending for federal civilian requirements and levels of benefits of the programs
and military retirement and disability programs. In ad- with an eye to achieving those specific goals. Lumping
dition, COLAs were the tool used to obtain the largest all of the entitlements together and applying a single
short-term cut in spending generated by the Social Se- limit to the resources of all potential beneficiaries
curity Amendments of 1983. H.R. 4245, the Social would fail to take account of important differences be-
Security Long-Range Solvency Act of 1994, pro- tween programs as varied as assistance for the poor-
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est Americans, pensions the government has promised considered more equitable than ad hoc adjustments
its employees as part of their labor contract, and bene- made to each program individually.
fits for the elderly for which recipients have paid pay-
roll taxes during their working years. Furthermore, ap- One approach would impose a global means test to
plying the same means test in determining benefits for limit or deny entitlements to high-income individuals.
recipients in different age cohorts would ignore changes A means test would help to restrain federal spending by
that have occurred over time in the tax contributions requiring greater sacrifices from those most able to bear
recipients have made to program trust funds. the cost. In addition, it would impose those sacrifices

not on wealthier people in general but rather on those
The major drawback to reducing entitlements one wealthier people who benefit from the programs that

by one is the difficulty of achieving the consensus re- are involved.
quired to change individual programs. Decisions about
how to cut benefits fairly across different programs The income threshold above which benefits would
would pose dilemmas not easily resolved. These prob- be cut and the rate at which cuts would be made deter-
lems argue for considering a broader approach to limit- mine which recipients would be affected by such
ing entitlement spending. means-testing. Higher thresholds would exempt more

current recipients from cuts; rates of benefit reduction
that rose more gradually or were limited to less than

Changes to Entitlement Programs 100 percent would protect a larger share of benefits.
as a Group Both actions, however, would limit the budgetary sav-

ings from the means test.
A number of the recent proposals for global reduction
of entitlements have a common theme: reducing or An alternative approach--requiring those who re-
eliminating all entitlement benefits for higher-income ceive benefits to pay income taxes on them--would
recipients. Proposed amendments to bills before the achieve the same ends as limiting benefits and would be
Senate would have denied emergency unemployment in keeping with the objective of a broad-based tax sys-
benefits to individuals with high incomes. The Concord tern that treats all forms of income similarly. Although
Coalition--a bipartisan organization headed by former Social Security benefits are much like private pensions
Members of Congress that focuses on fiscal policy--in --both are earned during one's working years and are
The Zero Deficit Plan and Presidential candidate H. paid for through reduced take-home pay--the federal tax
Ross Perot have proposed reducing the benefits that system treats them differently: it levies no taxes on the
middle- and high-income families receive from entitle- benefits of three-fourths of all Social Security recipi-
ment programs as a group while leaving individual pro- ents, but it fully taxes all private pension payments in
grams unaltered. Peter Peterson in his book Facing Up excess of a person's contributions. Although some en-
argues for cutting benefits in specific programs and titlements are taxable--including unemployment com-
reducing benefits more broadly with methods similar to pensation, federal and military pensions, and veterans'
those of the Concord Coalition. Peterson further sug- compensation--others are not; yet income from those
gests broadening the definition of taxable income to untaxed sources is no different from income from pri-
include entitlements as a way to offset entitlement vate sources that is subject to taxes.
spending with additional revenues.

Making all entitlements subject to federal income
Such a global approach--either through means-test- taxes could improve the equity of the tax system and

ing or by taxing benefits-may seem to be a more direct provide revenues to offset some of the costs of entitle-
way to curb spending than cutting individual programs. ments. Furthermore, this approach would take advan-
But it may have unpredictable--and undesirable--ef- tage of the existing structure of the income tax and the
fects. The specific goals of some programs could be system that administers it. At the same time, to the ex-
compromised in unintended ways. At the same time, tent that the Congress sets benefits assuming that they
applying a single yardstick to all entitlements might be will not be taxed, imposing taxes on those entitlements
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would reduce the net benefits that people receive below reducing benefits for middle- and high-income re-
the amounts that the Congress has deemed appropriate. cipients, and denying benefits to high-income recip-

ients. Chapter 3 discusses those options in detail along
For this study, CBO examined specific policy op- with CBO's estimates of the budgetary savings they

tions to constrain net spending for entitlements as a would generate over the next five years. Important fac-
group. To preface that examination, however, it in- tors in any decision about global restrictions of benefits
vestigated the distribution of entitlement benefits are the distribution of benefit losses among~families by
among families by income category and family type, income and type and the administrative issues that each
considering arguments for and against means-testing option would raise (see Chapters 4 and 5, respectively,
particular benefits (see Chapter 2). Three policy op- for their consideration). The study's final chapter sum-
tions were formulated: taxing all entitlement benefits, marizes the effects of the three options.



Chapter Two

The Major Entitlements: Who Gets Them
and Should They Be Means-Tested?

hether an entitlement program should be Social Security

subject to a global means test depends on
its goals and method of operation. The The Congress designed the federal Old-Age, Survivors,

question calls for considering entitlement programs on and Disability Insurance programs, more commonly
several levels: their basic characteristics, how their known as Social Security, to replace a portion of the
benefits are distributed among families of different earnings a worker loses because of retirement, death, or
types and with different incomes, and the arguments for disability. The programs provide cash payments to re-
and against reducing benefits through some form of tired and disabled workers and to eligible dependents
global means-testing. and survivors based on a worker's history of earnings

and on his or her family characteristics. The formula
For a number of reasons, the tables showing how used to determine benefits replaces a larger share of

benefits are distributed among recipient families may lost earnings for people with low earnings than for
give a mLleading picture of who receives assistance people with high ones. As a result, Social Security both
(see Box 1). Consequently, readers should be cautious redistributes income and replaces earnings.
in drawing conclusions based on those data.

Proponents of including Social Security benefits
under a global means test argue that the program pays
welfarelike benefits to people who are not poor. For

Cash Social Insurance example, the program pays benefits to the spouse of a
retired worker equal to one-half of the worker's benefit.
The justification for the payments is presumed need--
that couples need more income than single people to

Cash payments make up more than two-thirds of all maintain a given standard of living.2 But rrany couples
federal entitlements. The largest cash social insurance who receive such benefits would not be considered
programs that the government funds are Social Security needy under almost any standard.
and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation,
and veterans' compensation and pensions.' Surviving children of a deceased worker receive

benefits regardless of the surviving parent's income;

1. Becaue fdata limitations Railroad Retirement is included with Social
Security. For similar reasons, veterans' pensions are included in this
category, even though they are means-tested. Workers' compensation
is omitted from this analysis because it has little effect on the federal
budget. Although the program paid out nearly $40 billion for medical 2. The spousal benefit is limited to 50 percent of the workers primary
services and wage replacement in 1990, the federal government paid insurance amount. The amount may be reduced further if the spouse
only 8 percent of thoe benefits, primarily to federal employees. Nearly receives benefits before age 65 or has earnings above specified limits.
60 percent of benefits came through private insurers, almost 20 percent Social Security pays spousal benefits only to the extent that the spouse's
came from employers who chose to self-insure, and 15 percent came benefits from his or her own employment are less than the amount due
from state funds. him or her as a spouse.
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Box 1.
Measuring the Distribution of Entitlements

Statistics in this chapter showing how entitlement bene- I. Individuals who are themselves poor bul who live
fits are distributed among categories of families come with relatives with high incomes may qualify for
from tabulations of data from the Current Population means-tested assistance, even though the larger
Survey (CPS), a microdata file created by the Bureau of family of which they are a part would not. For ex-
the Census. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) ample, a poor elderly parent living with her wealthy
has adjusted and supplemented those data to make them adult child could receive Supplemental Security
more consistent with information from tax returns and Income (SSI). Such cases are not erroneous.
administrative records of the entitlement programs ex-
amined in this study. 2. Families may qualify for benefits during part of a

year because of low monthly income, even though
The adjusted file represents the noninstitutionalized their total income for the year would make them

domestic population of the United States. The family, ineligible. These cases also are not erroneous.
defined as related people living together, is the unit of
measure CBO uses to analyze who receives benefits. 3. Respondents to the CPS may misreport either their
People not living with relatives are counted as one- incomes or their receipt of entitlement benefits.
person families. Family income is all cash income be- For example, an elderly recipient of Social Security
fore taxes plus the face value of food stamps that a fam- benefits might mistakenly say that he or she re-
ily receives. Families with zero or negative income are ceived SSi rather than Social Security. Such errors
included in calculations of totals but are omitted from cannot be detected with certainty and hence may
individual income categories, show up in distributional tabulations.

In the tables of distributional data in this study, 4. Families who are ineligible for benefits may be re-
families are grouped by income ana by type--that is, ac- ceiving them anyway, either because of errors in
cording to the presence of children under age 18 and the determining eligibility or because the families mis-
age of the family head. Families with children are all represented their resources in applying for benefits.
families with a child under age 18, regardless of who Cases ir. the latter category should be rare, how-
else is present. Elderly families are all families with no ever, because families would be unlikely to respond
children and at lea3t one member age 65 or older. truthfully to interviewers for the CPS and yet lie to
Other families are thus nonelderly childless families, program administrators.

Some of the data in the tables may seem anoma- Readers should keep these factors in mind as 'hey
lous. For example, some families with high incomes consider the distributional data and draw conclusions
appear to receive means-tested benefits that should go about whether significant amounts of means-tested ben-
only to the poor. These apparently erroneous results efits go to people with high incomes.
occur for one or more of four reasons:

they retain their benefits even if that parent remarries. comes above $100,000 received more than $8 billion in
Consequently, some surviving children in very affluent Social Security benefits. Adherents of this position
families receive Social Security benefits, even though maintain that Social Security was designed to provide a
their family could support them more than adequately floor of income protection. It was not intended to sub-
without Social Security. sidize the incomes of people who would have substan-

tially more than adequate means even without Social
Another argument for means-testing Social Secu- Security.3

rity benefits asserts that low-income workers should not

have to pay 6.2 percent of their cash wages (12.4 per-
cent including the employer share) to provide benefits 3. High-income retirees will generally not receive subsidies in the future

because they will have paid more taxes and will get relatively smaller
for high-income retirees. In 1990, families with in- bnefits.
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An opposing view contends that recipients have Some opponents of applying a means test to Social
paid for their benefits through payrrll taxes and that the Security worry that such a policy would undermine the
benefits are thus comparable with those from private political consensus supporting the program. Their ar-
insurance and private pensions. In this analogy, gument holds that people generally view Social Security
survivors' benefits are like the proceeds of a life benefits as an entitlement that workers have paid for,
insurance policy paid out as an annuity, and benefits for not a form of welfare. As such, the program has wide-
retired workers are like payments under a defined spread political support that allows for some redistrib-
benefit pension plan. Yet the differences must be noted uting of wealth.
as well. Private pensions do not base benefits on
family characteristics such as whether the worker has Imposing a means test to reduce Social Security
dependents. And benefits from private disability in- benefits for more affluent beneficiaries might be seen
surance generally depend on workers' earnings at the as turning Social Secoucity into a program for the poor.
time of disability--not their earnings in earlier years. Given the historically weak support for welfare pro-

Table 2.
Average Social Security and Railroad Retirement Benefits per Recipient Family
Before and After Federal income Taxes, by Family Income and Type, 1990

Average Benefits per Recipient Effective
Family (1990 dollars) Tax Rate

Family Category Before Taxes After Taxes (Percent)

All Families 7,880 7,730 1.9

Income (1990 dollars)"
I to 9,999 5,180 5,180 0
10,000 to 19,999 7,870 7,870 0
20,000 to 29,999 8,870 8,860 b
30,000 to 39,999 9,180 9,090 0.9
40,000 to 49,999 9,180 8,870 3.4
50,000 to 74,999 9,300 8,630 7.2
75,000 to 99,999 8,930 8,060 9.8
100,000 to 149,999 9,750 8,560 12.2
150,000 or more 10,170 8,770 13.8

Typec
With children 6,890 6,870 0.3
Elderly 8,500 8,320 2.1
Other 6,290 6,170 1.8

SOURCE: Cor9esion Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Setrvce's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTE: Familses tam groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

a. Famlly Income comprises all cash Income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zere or negative income are included only In totals.

b. Lee than 0.05 percent.

c. Fanles wit chilkmn are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.
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Table 3.
Percentage of Families Receiving Cash Benefits, Average Benefits per Family, and Benefits
as a Percentage of Family Income, by Program, Family Income, and Family Type, 1990

Average Benefits as a
Percentage Benefits per Percentage of
of Families Recipient Family Recipient

Family Category Receiving Benefits (1990 dollars) Family's Income

Social Security"

All Families 29 7,880 26

Income (1990 dollars)b
1 to 9,999 37 5,180 78
10,000 to 19.999 36 7,870 53
20,000 to 29,999 31 8,870 36
30,000 to 39,999 26 9,180 27
40,000 to 49,999 22 9,180 21
50,000 to 74,999 20 9,300 16
75,000 to 99,999 20 8,930 10
100,000 to 149,999 20 9,750 8
150,000 or more 21 10,170 3

Typec
With children 10 6,890 20
Elderly 94 8,500 28
Other 13 6,290 23

Unemployment Compensation

All Families 8 2,230 6

Income (1990 dollars)b
I to 9,999 4 1,690 25
10,000 to 19,999 8 1,890 13
20,000 to 29,999 9 2,330 9
30,000 to 39,999 11 2,160 6
40,000 to 49,999 10 2,450 5
50,000 to 74,999 9 2,570 4
75,000 to 99,999 8 2,830 3
100,000 to 149,999 6 3,610 3
150,000 or more 4 3,280 1

Type'
With children 11 2,160 7
Elderly 2 2,540 6
Other 9 2,270 7

grams in this country, this perception could weaken the ent families to rearrange their finances to avoid losing
program over time and eventually lead to lower bene- benefits.
fits. Or it might give additional momentum to initia-
tives that allow workers to opt out of Social Security. Finally, a form of means-testing already applies to
Moreover, means-testing could encourage many afflu- Social Security benefits. Recipients with incomes
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Table 3.
Continued

Average Benefits as a
Percentage Benefits per Percentage of
of Families Recipient Family Recipient

Family Category Receiving Benefits (1990 dollars) Family's Income

Veterans' Benefitsd

All Families 3 4,470 13

Income (1990 dollars)b
1 to 9,999 3 2,750 43
10,000 to 19,999 3 3,960 27
20,000 to 29,999 3 4,650 19
30,000 to 39,999 4 5,550 16
40,000 to 49,999 4 4,730 11
50,000 to 74,999 4 5,480 9
75,000 to 99,999 5 4,980 6
100,000 to 149,999 4 4,140 3
150,000 or more 2 4,790 2

Type0

With children 2 4,850 14
Elderly 6 3,750 12
Other 3 4,860 13

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

See Box 1 on page 8 for a discussion of how to interpret data on the receipt of benefits.

a. Includes Railroad Retirement benefits.

b. Family income comprises aN cash Income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative Income are included only In totals.

c. Fanlies with children are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

d. Veterans' benefits comprise veterans' compensation and veterans' pensions.

above specific thresholds must pay federal income tax the thresholds exempt most recipients from any tax lia-
on as much as 85 percent of their benefits.4 Because bility, however, after-tax benefits were only 2 percent

less than total benefits in 1990, when no more than 50
percent of benefits were subject to taxes. At the same4. Individuas With counta incom---adjusted cross income plus tax time, taxes on benefits are highly progressive: families

emyptl , aWd one-half of Social Security benefits--above $25,000
adcouples with countable incomes above $32,000 pay taxes on up to with incomes under $20,000 paid no taxes on their So-
half of their Social Security benefits. For individuals with incomes cial Security in 1990, but families with incomes of
above $32,000 and couples with incomes above $44,000, that fraction
c as high as 85 pecnt. more than $100,000 paid federal taxes equal to 12 per-
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cent or more of their benefits (see Table 2 on page 9). Both federal and state laws affect the financing and
Tax rates are higher today because the Omnibus Budget payment of unemployment benefits. Employers pay
Reconciliation Act of 1993 increased the maximum federal and state payroll taxes into trust funds that
share of benefits subject to taxes from 50 percent to 85 finance the regular program. Under general guidelines
percent. and some restrictions imposed by the federal govern-

ment, states establish eligibility requirements, the dura-
Social Security is the most broad-based of all en- tion and amount of benefits, and state payroll taxes.

titlement programs, providing significant income sup- The federal government pays all of the program's ad-
port for elderly and low-income families. In 1990, al- ministrative costs and funds benefits for some groups
most 30 percent of all families received Social Security of workers, primarily federal civilian and military
benefits averaging nearly $8,000 (see Table 3 on pages employees.
10 and 11). Almost all elderly families--94 percent--
received payments, compared with less than 15 percent Because the program applies no means test to un-
of families with no elderly members. employed workers, some payments go to individuals in

families with significant annual incomes, either from
Low-income families were more likely to get bene- other family members who are working, from the unem-

fits than their high-income counterparts--more than ployed worker during that part of the year in which he
one-third versus about one-fifth--largely because retir- or she was employed, or from nonwage sources. In
ees generally have lower incomes than workers. Aver- 1990, families with incomes above $50,000 received
age benefits, however, were smaller for recipients with nearly one-fourth of all unemployment compensation.
low family incomes than for those with higher ones--
slightly more than $6,600 for families with incomes Some observers feel that providing benefits to fain-
below $20,000 compared with more than $9,300 for ilies with relatively high incomes is an inappropriate
those with incomes above $50,000.1 But even with use of limited federal resources that could be better
lower benefits, low-income families depend more on spent to help families who are less well off. These crit-
Social Security for their incomes than do wealthier fam- ics point to the regressivity of the program's financing
ilies: recipient families with incomes under $20,000 and question why low-income workers should have to
get more than half of their income from the program; pay taxes to provide support for much more affluent,
families with incomes above $50,000 get less than one- though temporarily unemployed, workers. Employers
sixth. pay taxes on base amounts--ranging from $7,000 to

$25,000, depending on the state, but typically $10,000
to $15,000--of each worker's wages to fund unemploy-

Unemployment Compensation ment compensation. Economists generally agree, how-
ever, that workers actually bear the burden of the tax in

Enacted as part of the Social Security Act of 1935, un- the form of lower wages.

employment compensation is a federal/state program Critics also note that the structure of the program
paying weekly benefits for a limited period to unem-
ployed workers with a recent history of earnings in jobs encourages unemployed people to spend more time
that the program covers. The underlying principle of looking for work before they take a job (up to the time
the program is to offset in part the loss of earnings dur- limit on benefits) than they would if they were not re-
ing unemployment and help families maintain their ceiving payments. Workers in more affluent families
standard of living. The program is, of course, counter- may be better able than their poorer counterparts to
cyclical: spending rises and falls with the unemploy- delay going back to work while they look for better op-
ment rate. In periods of relatively high unemployment, portunities. As a result, they may collect more benefits
the Congress has sometimes enacted additional benefit during each spell of unemployment than their less afflu-
programs that assist the long-term unemployed. ent confreres.

Opponents of applying a means test to unemploy-
5. law.w-m ga1i t szommUI benefits becaue they had low earnings ment compensation assert that means-testing would

pie odufeukig yanwd t&aW om also genwy haveswallorno have little impact on the federal deficit. Although the
PnVat pension and little savinSS.
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federal government imposes some guidelines and con- and $50,000 were somewhat more likely to draw
straints, states determine tax rates and levels of benefits benefits than families with either higher or lower
and administer and fund payments to most benefici- incomes. At the same time, average benefits generally
aries. If benefits were cut, states would accumulate rose with income from $1,700 for families with
larger balances in their trust funds. incomes under $10,000 to about $3,500 for those with

incomes above $100,000. For the poorest families
States could respond to the higher balances by re- receiving payments, unemployment compensation made

ducing their payroll taxes or raising the level of bene- up one-fourth of their annual income, compared with
fits. Either way, the federal deficit would be affected less than 5 percent of income for recipient families with
only by the reduced benefits paid to federal and military incomes above $50,000.
employees, a relatively small part of total payments by
the program. However, this argument addresses only
the question of whether means-testing would reduce the Veterans' Compensation and Pensions
federal deficit; it ignores the question of whether bene-
fits should be paid to middle- and high-income workers. Federal support for military veterans dates back to the

1800s. Today, compensation and pensions constitute
Additional arguments against means-testing unem- the bulk of entitlement spending for veterans.6 Veter-

ployment compensation rest on the insurance aspect of ans' pensions provide income for needy veterans and
the program. Workers bear the costs (in the form of are means-tested, going only to the poorest people who
lower wages) of insurance premiums paid as taxes on have served in the military. In contrast, veterans' com-
their employers in exchange for a measure of income pensation benefits are a form of indemnity payment for

protection if they should lose their jobs. Consequently, those suffering a loss of physical or mental capacity re-

say these arguments, any worker who meets the criteria suiting from their military service. The goverment

for eligibility that involve the loss of a job should sutnfrmherilaysrvc.Tegenet
freceigibili th ate involvnce pay nthregass of ajobshod pays the benefits to veterans and their families regard-
receive these insurance payments, regardless of other less of their income.
income.

Although veterans' disability ratings (from 10 per-
A final contention of opponents to a global means cent to 100 percent disabled) may indirectly relate to

test for this entitlement is that unemployment benefits the loss of earnings associated with a service-connected

are already means-tested to some degree in two ways. health condition, for many veterans their specific inut-

First, benefits generally replace a fixed share of earn- res do not seem to affect their subsequent earnings. As

ings up to a maximum amount. Lower-income workers te ontse oafc hi usqeterig.A
thgs upceiv toaaimu tamout. reploealar-no wrershe oa result, some veterans and their families have substan-
thus receive benefits that replace a larger share of tial incomes in addition to the disability payments. In
earnings than is replaced for higher-income workers. 1990, nearly 30 percent of payments went to families

with incomes above $50,000.
Second, since the Tax Reform Act of 1986 made

all unemployment payments taxable under the progres- The availability of veterans' benefits to people in
sive rates of the federal income tax, recipients with sig- high-income families disturbs some observers who
nificant incomes from other sources find their after-tax place a relatively high value on need as the basis for
benefits reduced. Overall, 9 percent of benefits went government benefits. In their eyes, providing payments
for federal income taxes in 1990, but the distribution to disabled veterans with high incomes raises issues of
among categories of family income was progressive: equity: many nonveterans with similar health limita-
recipient families with incomes under $30,000 lost tions and much less income are not entitled to any fed-
about 7 percent of their unemployment compensation to eral benefits. Furthermore, to the extent that service-
taxes, compared with roughly 20 percent for those with
incomes above $100,000 (see Table 4).

About one family in 12 collected unemployment 6. Although vesewar conpensation and pensions differ greatly in terms of

benefits averaging slightly more than $2,200 in 1990 who is eligible to receive benefits, the two programs are combined in
this analysis because data limitations do not allow accurate distinction

(see Table 3). Families with incomes between $30,000 between the two.
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Table 4.
Averagia Unemployment Compensation per Recipient Family
Before and After Federal Income Taxes, by Family Income and Type, 1990

Average Benefits per Recipient Effective
Family (1990 dollars) Tax Rate

Family Category Before Taxes After Taxes (Percent)

All Families 2,230 2,020 9.4

Income (1990 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 1,690 1,630 4.0
10,000 to 19,999 1,890 1,750 7.3
20,000 to 29,999 2,330 2,150 7.8
30,000 to 39,999 2,160 1,970 9.0
40,000 to 49,999 2,450 2,200 10.4
50,000 to 74,999 2,570 2,270 11.8
75,000 to 99,999 2,830 2,410 14.9
100,000 to 149,999 3,610 2,810 22.0
150,000 or more 3,280 2,640 19.4

Typeb

With children 2,160 2,130 1.3
Elderly 2,540 2,170 14.6
Other 2,270 1,910 16.0

SOURCE: Congessional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue
Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTE: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

a. Famly Income comprises all cash Income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative Income are included only In totals.

b. Famiies wilh chilren are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not In the first two categories.

connected disabilities do not affect whether a veteran Agricultural Price and Income Supports
can earn a living, some people would argue that dis-
ability payments are not warranted in such cases. Also Support for farmers takes many forms. The federal
to be considered, however, is that a policy that would government makes direct cash payments to them, limits
restrict indemnity payments for those veterans who production and purchases commodities to bolster
have overcome major health limitations and been suc- prices, and offers low-interest loans.7 The government
cessfully integrated into the work force could under- also pays farmers when they lose crops as a result of
mine work incentives, natural events such as flood or drought. The heavily

subsidized federal crop insurance program and direct
Only 3 percent of families received veterans' com- disaster payments are the mechanisms used for those

pensation or pensions in 1990, when payments aver-
aged nearly $4,500 (see Table 3). Families with in-
comes above $30,000 were somewhat more likely than 7. Although this section discusses payments to farmers, the distributional
poorer families to collect benefits, but average benefits analyses and policy options in the rest of the study exclude them for twoprreaso. First, available data on the distribution of payments from farm

varied irregularly with income. Low-income recipients programs are not consistent with data on the distribution of benefits

relied heavily on these benefits: families with incomes from other programs. That discrepancy makes it difficult to combine
the data meaningfully. Secod because payments by farm programs are

below $10,000 received more than 40 percent of their tied to the production of crtain crops on specific pieces of land--and not

total income from veterans' programs. to individual farmers--limiting benefits for individuals may require a
completely different approach from that used for other entitlements.
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transfers. All of these farm programs enhance farmers' Some quite well-to-do individuals and corporations
incomes. They also smooth them--payments rise when receive deficiency payments. Data from 1990 from the
prices are low or when natural disaster strikes, and fall Internal Revenue Service show that among farms orga-
when prices rise. nized as sole proprietorships, about $270 million in

program payments went to 29,000 farmers with ad-
The payments often considered most similar to justed gross incomes from nonfarm sources exceeding

other federal entitlements are deficiency payments. $100,000.! Another $150 million went to 19,000 farm-
Farmers receive them for participating in programs for ers with adjusted gross incomes from nonfarm sources
wheat, feed grains (corn, sorghum, barley, and oats), of between $75,000 and $100,000.
rice, or cotton. The payment rate per unit of a particular
crop depends on market prices: rates rise--to make up Sole proprietorships received about 75 percent of
for "deficiencies"--when market prices fall and fall all farm program payments, with the remainder going to
when market prices rise. partnerships, family corporations, and other corpora-

tions. Corporations and partnerships received higher
Between one-third and one-half of the nation's 2.1 average payments than sole proprietors, but informa-

million farms receive deficiency payments. Producers tion about their financial condition is not available.9

of agricultural commodities other than grains or cot- Although no means test now applies to recipients of
ton--for example, soybeans, sugar, peanuts, tobacco, deficiency payments, the Administration recently pro-
and dairy products--receive support from the federal posed one: any individual with annual income from
government in other ways. Producers of livestock, off-farm sources of more than $100,000 would be ineli-
fruits, and vegetables receive little direct support. gible for payments.

Eligibility for deficiency payments is tied to the Proponents of means tests for deficiency payments
land--a key difference between agricultural programs argue that the limited resources available to farm pro-
and other federal entitlements discussed in this study. grams should be better targeted. They cite as appropri-
Farmers can receive payments only if the land they are ate goals those of eliminating poverty among farm
farming has an "acreage base." (An acreage base is an families, keeping financially vulnerable farmers afloat,
officially recognized amount of land on a particular and encouraging more small or middle-size "family"
farm that is eligible for benefits.) Past production on farms rather than very large farms.' Although the
the farm determines acreage bases, which are specific to three goals are somewhat different, they would all be
individual crops. Thus, farms may have a wheat base, a consistent with reducing payments to those farmers,
corn base, a sorghum base, and so on. farm corporations, and landowners who would be con-

sidered wealthy by most standards.
To receive payments, farmers must also comply

with other aspects of the programs. Programs may re- Opponents of means-testing eligibility for defi-
quire farmers to adopt measures to reduce soil erosion ciency payments maintain a different viewpoint. They
or meet requirements to set aside some acreage from argue that such payments are meant not only to help the
production. The latter typically vary from year to year poor but to support ar industry that provides an abun-
depending on market conditions.

The law limits annual deficiency payments to indi- 8. Michael Compso, "Limiting Farm Program Payments: The Impact on
Farm Sole Proprietors," Agricultural Income and Finance--Situation

vidual farmers to $50,000. But far'mers can also re- and Outlook Report (Department of Agriculture, February 1994), p.

ceive payments as shareholders in corporations. Some 53. Program payments reported in this study include some Con-

could receive as much us $100,000 in payments servation Reserve Program payments and some disaster benefits incoul reeiv asmuc as 100000in aymntsaddition to deficiency payments.

annually--$50,000 as an individual plus $25,000 as a

shareholder in a maximum of two corporate farms 9. Robert D. Reinsel, The Distribution of Farm Program Payments,
1987, Agricultural Information Bulletin 607 (Department of Agricul-

(each of which could receive a maximum payment of ture. June 1990).
$50,000). Annual deficiency payments averaged $6.3billion during the 1990-1993 period. 10. Fora more complete discussion. see Daniel A. Sumner, Targeting Farm

Programs (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, National Cen-
ter for Food and Agricultural Policy, October 1989).
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dant, safe, and relatively cheap food supply to the U.S. operators, who would be eligible for payments. The
public. Opponents also claim that reducing support for rent charged for the land would be higher than if no
the agricultural industry could hurt farms of a relatively government payments were associated with it. The
efficient size as well as the competitive position of U.S. wealthy landowner would continue to reap most or all
farm commodities in world markets. Some environ- of the benefits of the government program, even though
mental groups that have opposed means tests for defi- he or she was ineligible for payments.
ciency payments add another justification: the receipt
of program benefits is a powerful lever to get farmers Some people have advanced proposals that would
to adopt measures for soil conservation and water make the individual, rather than the land, the source of
quality protection. eligibility for deficiency payments. That change would

enable more accurate targeting of benefits, but it would
An additional complication of limiting deficiency dramatically alter the nature of the farm programs. In-

payments is that it is hard to do--or at least hard to do stead of supporting the industry, benefits would support
in a way that reduces federal outlays. The government certain individuals who were farming at some specific
makes deficiency payments to the individual who raises time. Critics fear that under a change of that kind, farm
a qualifying crop on a particular piece of land. The programs might become more like welfare programs.
land defines the eligibility for payments. If one person Supporters believe that tying benefits to individuals,
becomes ineligible, another can take over production of rather than to the land and how it is used, would lead to
the crop by buying or renting the land. The second per- a more efficient and more market-oriented farm sector.
son then becomes eligible for payments.

Because those payments are potentially large, the
incentives are strong to organize farm businesses and Federal Civilian and
land-tenure arrangements to maximize them. Many
such reorganizations have occurred in response to past Military Programs
changes in limitations on payments or in eligibility
rules. The reorganizations cause savings in outlays to The federal government will pay pensions totaling
be far less than might be indicated by the initial distri- about $66 billion to nearly 2.5 million retired civilian
bution of the payments. workers and more than 1.5 million military retirees in

fiscal year 1994. Over the next decade, spending for
Yet such reorganizations may serve other objec- federal pensions is projected to grow at an annual rate

tives of farm policy. For example, they might encour- of I percent after adjusting for inflation. Because gov-
age smaller fanring operations. Or a larger share of ernment civilian and military personnel may retire long
payments might go to farmers that almost everyone before age 65--many military service members retire in
would consider "needy." In addition, eliminating pay- their 40s--they may pursue second careers while they
ments to wealthy farmers might quiet critics of the rest collect retirement benefits. As a result, many recipient
of the farm program. These reorganizations, however, families have above-average incomes.
use resources that might be better used elsewhere and
may create less efficient farming units. In 1990, families with incomes above $50,000

received about one-third of federal civilian pensions
Although it is possible to make certain people ineli- and more than half of all military pensions--a total of

gible to receive deficiency payments, it is much more nearly $23 billion. Overall, slightly more than 2 per-
difficult to stop them from indirectly benefiting from cent of families received civilian pensions and another
the programs. The unavoidable fact of current farm nearly 2 percent received military pensions from the
programs is that although individuals receive the pay- government; annual payments averaged about $14,300
ments from the government, the right to benefits is as- and $13,500, respectively (see Table 5). For those
sociated with the land. Sales prices and rental rates for families, federal pensions made up about one-third of
farmland reflect the value of that entitlement. Elimi- the incomes of civilian retirees and about one-fourth of
nating payments to a wealthy owner-operator might those of military retirees.
cause him or her to rent the land to several smaller
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Table 5.
Percentage of Families Receiving Federal Civilian and Military Pensions, Average Pension per Recipient
Family, and Pensions as a Percentage of Family Income, by Program, Family Income, and Family Type, 1990

Average Pensions as a
Percentage Pension per Percentage of
of Families Recipient Family Recipient

Family Category Receiving Pensions (1990 dollars) Family's Income

Civilian Pensions

All Families 2 14,340 34

Income (1990 dollars)a
I to 9,999 1 b b
10,000 to 19,999 2 9,160 61
20,000 to 29,999 3 12,230 49
30,000 to 39,999 3 14,230 41
40,000 to 49,999 3 17,760 39
50,000 to 74,999 3 19,480 32
75,000 to 99,999 3 19,670 23
100,000 to 149,999 3 25,190 21
150,000 or more 3 25,490 9

Type
With children 1 b b
Elderly 6 14,550 34
Other 1 b b

Military Pensions

All Families 2 13,460 27

Income (1990 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 d b b
10,000 to 19,999 1 b b
20,000 to 29,999 1 b b
30,000 to 39,999 2 11,370 32
40,000 to 49,999 3 12,850 29
50,000 to 74,999 3 14,280 23
75,000 to 99,999 3 23,550 27
100,000 to 149,999 4 19,680 17
150,000 or more 2 33,770 8

Type0

With children 1 b b
Elderly 3 13,200 22
Other 2 14,320 29

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

See Box I on page 8 for a discussion of how to Interpret data on the receipt of benefits.

a. Family income comprises all cash Income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative Income are Included only In totals.

b. Too few families received benefits to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.

c. For"e with children are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

d. Less than 0.5 percent.
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Many critics of federal retirement spending have the armed forces.'2 But full benefits can be received at
focused on the generosity of pension plans for retired any age. That fact combined with the cliff-vesting fea-
federal employees relative to those for private-sector ture of military pensions (people qualify for pensions
workers. They note that the federal plans have more only if they serve 20 years but then qualify fully) may
lenient provisions for early retirement than many induce many military personnel to leave the service as
private-sector plans. In addition, federal pensions gen- soon as they become vested. Although this inducement
erally include full cost-of-living adjustments, something serves to maintain a young and vigorous military force,
virtually nonexistent in private pensions (although it may also lead some service members whom the mili-
some protection against inflation is not uncommon). tary would like to retain to retire in early middle age,
Critics also raise the question of equity. As long as when their skills and experience make them most valu-
cuts in Social Security benefits remain on the table, able.
many people believe that it would be unfair to protect
federal retirement benefits from reductions. Imposing an age requirement for receiving pensions

could mitigate this effect, although it would generate
Supporters of federal workers and retirees point out little budgetary savings unless it affected current re-

that these programs were integral parts of the employ- tirees retroactively.' 3  Limiting pensions for higher-
ment contract between the federal government and its income retirees through a global means test could also
employees and therefore constitute earned benefits. reduce early retirements. An unwanted side effect,
Cutting them would probably hurt the government's however, might be its destruction of the effectiveness of
reputation as an employer. Annual surveys comparing pensions as a retention tool.
government and private-sector wages indicate that fed-
eral workers may be accepting lower cash wages in ex- A further argument against means-testing federal
change for better retirement benefits in deciding to pensions is that they are already subject to a form of
work for the government. In essence, these workers pay means test. To the extent that they exceed the contribu-
for their more generous retirement benefits by accepting tions employees make during their working years, fed-
lower wages during their working years." Moreover, as eral pensions are fully taxable under the federal individ-
some observers maintain, cutting benefits promised to ual income tax. In 1990, for example, 20 percent of
current annuitants may prompt forward-looking work- civilian pensions went to federal income taxes. Recipi-
ers to demand higher compensation now to offset the ent families with incomes below $20,000 paid less than
increased uncertainty of their deferred benefits. 15 percent of their pensions in taxes; those with in-

comes above $100,000 paid roughly 30 percent (see
In sum, this view holds that any reduction in the Table 6).

benefits that the government has promised its workers
would be an inherently unfair abrogation of the labor Any consideration of how to treat federal civilian
contract between them. That action would also make it pensions must distinguish between the Civil Service
more difficult for the government to attract and retain Retirement System (CSRS), the original pension sys-
high-quality employees, tem begun in the 1920s, and the Federal Employees'

Retirement System (FERS), which replaced CSRS in
Cutting military pensions poses a different kind of 1984. Most federal civilian workers hired after 1983

problem. Because military personnel receive pensions participate in FERS, along with workers hired earlier
only if they serve at least 20 years, retirement benefits who elected to transfer to the new system.
are a major incentive for experienced people to stay in

12. In fact, all military retirees may be recalled to active duty, and their
pensions are technically "retired and retainer pay." This feature makes
military pensions qualitatively different from civilian pensions.
Furthermore, because of this feature, military retirees who go to work
for the federal government receive reduced military pensions during that

11. This agument will be less valid in the future, however, if the govern- employment.
ment moves toward pay comparability under the Federal Employees
Pay Comparability Act of 1990. That act calls for cash wages of federal 13. A 1985 change in the military retirement system reduces until age 62
workes to increase until they are comparable with the wages of similar the retirement benefits of people who entered the military after July 3 1,
workers in the private sector. 1986, and retire with fewer than 30 years of service.
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Table 6.
Average Federal Civilian and Military Pensions per Recipient Family Before
and After Federal Income Taxes, by Family Income and Type, 1990

Average Pension per Recipient Effective
Family (1990 dollars) Tax Rate

Family Category Before Taxes After Taxes (Percent)

Civilian Pensions

All Families 14,340 11,460 20.1

Income (1990 dollars)5

I to 9,999 5,170 4,890 5.4
10,000 to 19,999 9,160 7,940 13.3
20,000 to 29,999 12,230 10,260 16.1
30,000 to 39,999 -4,230 11,500 19.2
40,000 to 49,999 17,760 14,040 21.0
50,000 to 74,999 19,480 14,930 23.3
75,000 to 99,999 19,670 14,780 24.9
100,000 to 149,999 25,190 17,570 30.3
150,000 or more 25,490 18,140 28.9

Typeb
With children 11,500 10,770 6.3
Elderly 14,550 11,380 21.8
Other 14,780 11,820 20.0

Military Pensions

All Families 13,460 10,900 19.0

Income (1990 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 3,400 3,260 4.1
10,000 to 19,999 7,220 6,550 9.3
20,000 to 29,999 10,490 9,200 12.4
30,000 to 39,999 11,370 9,680 14.8
40,000 to 49,999 12,850 10,680 16.9
50,000 to 74,999 14,280 10,990 23.0
75,000 to 99,999 23,550 18,200 22.7
100,000 to 149,999 19,680 14,720 25.2
150,000 or more 33,770 24,110 28.6

Typeb
With children 11,860 11,380 4.0
Elderly 13,200 10,270 22.2
Other 14,320 11,180 21.9

SOURCE: Congresaonr Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

ServIces 1990 S;atistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTE: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

a. Famnily income comprlses all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative !.xome are included only In totals.

b. Famllis wih children are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.
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Worker covered by CSRS receive retirement bene- limits set by individual states. Households with
fits as a pension funded by equal contributions from the monthly incomes below the federal poverty guidelines
worker and the government totaling 14 percent of qualify for food stamps. The earned income tax credit
wages. These contributions cover roughly 56 percent provides refundable tax credits for workers with low
of the costs of the pension. CSRS participants do not incomes.
qualify for Social Security benefits from their govern-
ment service, nor do they receive contributions from the All four programs impose strict limits on the in-
government to retirement savings accounts. In contrast, comes of recipient families, and the first three also limit
FERS offers three different retirement resources: a the total nonhousing wealth a family may have to qual-
smaller pension fully funded by government and worker ify for benefits. Because these constraints already ex-
contributions equal to 11.4 percent and 0.8 percent of ist, subjecting the programs to more global forms of
wages, respectively; Social Security benefits; and sav- means-testing could duplicate the current tests at signif-
ings in the Thrift Savings Plan, accumulated through icantly higher income levels. Such a process would
worker and government deposits. impose costs for administration and compliance and yet

have little effect on spending.
Conceivably, any plan to reduce benefits might ex-

empt federal pensions because they constitute deferred
compensation rather than entitlements in the ordinary Supplemental Security Income
sense. If the plan reduced Social Security benefits,
however, exempting pensions would affect CSRS and In 1974, SSI replaced separate programs aiding elderly,
FERS participants differently. Because FERS replaced blind, and permanently disabled people. Since then, its
part of the pension benefits in CSRS with participation caseload has grown from less than 3 million to nearly 6
in Social Security, reducing Social Security benefits million people. Benefit payments have grown from $4
without making commensurate reductions in CSRS billion to $25 billion in 1994.
pensions would favor CSRS participants over FERS
participants. Concerns about equity between the two The program guarantees people who are blind, dis-
retirement plans would argue that benefit cuts in Social abled, or at least 65 years old incomes, in 1994, of
Security be accompanied either by equivalent cuts in $446 per month for individuals and $669 for couples.
CSRS pensions or compensating increases in FERS To qualify for those benefits, recipients must have in-
benefits. comes that fall below the guarantee levels. The pro-

gram also limits certain assets to no more than $2,000
for individuals and $3,000 for couples.

Means-Tested Income The federal government pays the full cost of the
Support Pr-ograms guarantees, which are adjusted annually for inflation

based on changes in the consumer price index. States
may supplement the federal guarantee at their own ex-

Some federal entitlements provide support in cash and pense, and about half the states choose to do so.
in kind for low-income families who also satisfy certain
categorical requirements."4 The federal part of Sup- In 1990, roughly 4 percent of U.S. families re-
plemental Security Income pays cash benefits to elderly ceived SSI payments--including state supplements--
and disabled people with monthly incomes and certain averaging slightly more than $3,800 (see Table 7). One
assets below federally specified national limits. Aid to in eight families with incomes below $10,000 received
Families with Dependent Children goes to families with benefits. Elderly families were more than twice as likely
children who have monthly incomes and assets below as younger families to benefit from the program; one-

fifth of elderly families with incomes below $10,000

14. This discussion omits a number of smaller nns-testeentitlwere beneficiaries. Overall, recipient families got one-
izxutnutrition amnd sm t loan program. mhose programs accout fourth of their total income from SSI. The poorest fam-
fo Ic. ndn 5 pU,- tfil entitlement spending. Medicaid, although ilies relied on the program for half of their support.
also a means-tested benefit, is omitted here and covered instead in the
saction on federa health insurance programs.
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Aid to Families with 1990 with an average value of nearly $1,500 (see Table
Depndent Children 7). Families with children were more likely than other

families to participate in the program; one-sixth of

The AFDC program offers cash assistance to families those families got stamps worth an average of $2,000.
For recipient families, food stamps added significantlywith children deemed to be needy under standards set tofmlinme-nargnelynesxhfte

by ech tat. Fmiles ith ontly nconesand to family income--on average, nearly one-sixth of the
by each state. Families with monthly incomes and total.'5 Families with incomes below $10,000 received

assets under a state's limits qualify for benefits that, for one-fifth of their income from the program.

a three-person family in 1994, range from a maximum

of $120 per month in Mississippi to a maximum of
more than $900 per month in Alaska. Generally, the
program does not automatically adjust benefits to keep Earned Income Tax Credit
pace with inflation. The Congress had several purposes in mind when it

The federal and state governments share the costs enacted the EITC in 1975: providing financial assis-

of the program, with the wealthiest states bearing half tance to low-income working families with children,

the cost of spending for their residents and poorer states offsetting Social Security payroll taxes, and improving

paying as little as one-sixth. In 1994, the program will the incentive to work. It has since made the credit more

pay nearly $23 billion in benefits to a monthly average generous on a number of occasions, most recently in the

of nearly 14 million recipients. The federal government Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. That act

will pay 55 percent of those costs. Because costs are increased benefits and extended them to families and

split between states and the federal government, any individuals without children.

savings that a means test would generate would also be
split between the two entities. In 1996, when the changes are fully phased in, the

EITC will offer tax credits of as much as $3,560 annu-

The AFDC program provided average benefits of ally to taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes (AGIs) of

about $3,600 to 13 percent of all families with children up to about $11,600 and smaller amounts to those with

in 1990 (see Table 7). The poorest families were most AGIs up to about $28,500. (AGI is the measure of

likely to participate: over half of families with children income subject to federal income taxes before sub-

and incomes below $10,000 received benefits. For tracting personal exemptions and standard or itemized

those families, AFDC made up two-thirds of their total deductions.) In 1996, over 18 million taxpayers will re-

income, ceive about $23 billion from the EJTC. Approximately
$3 billion of that amount will be in reduced taxes; $20
billion will be in refundable payments.

Food Stamps The framework for benefits under the EITC con-

sists of three income ranges: a phase-in range of earn-
Theoods Sitam coprogrtham pthvdey use low-in hopuse- ings, over which the credit increases to a maximum; a
holds with coupons that they can use like cash to pur- plateau range of AGI, over which the credit equals that
chase food products. A four-person household with maximum; and a phaseout range of AGI, over which
countable income below the federal poverty guidelines the credit declines to zero.' 6 For example, in 1996. the

and specified assets of less than $2,000 qt:alifies for up credit for a family with two children will equal 40 per-

to about $380 worth of food stamps monthly. Today, cent of wages up to $8,900, for a maximum of

participation in the Food Stamp program stands at rec-

ord levels. Na the average month in 1994, more than 27
million people will receive food stamps; total benefits
in 1994 will exceed $24 billion. The federal govern- 15. This analysis measures food stamps at their face value. Family income

ment pays the full cost of food stamps. equals cash income from all sources plus the value of food stamps re-
ceived. It excludes the value of Medicare. Medicaid, and other income
received in kind.

One-tenth of all families and one-third of those
with incomes below $10,000 received food stamps in 16 The plateau and phase-out ranges actually apply to the large, ot AGI oI

earnings. but AGI is generally at least as large as earnings
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Table 7.
Percentage of Families Receiving Means-Tested Benefits, Average Benefits per Recipient Family,
and Benefits as a Percentage of Family Income, by Program, Family Income, and Family Type, 1990

Average Benefits as a
Percentage Benefit ; per Percentage of
of Families Recipient Family Recipient

Family Category Receiving Benefits (1990 dollars) Family's Income

Supplemental Security Income

All Families 4 3,820 24

Income (1990 dollars)a
1 to 9,999 13 3,260 50
10,000 to 19,999 5 4,440 32
20,000 to 29,999 3 4,720 19
30,000 to 39,999 1 b b
40,000 to 49,999 1 b b
50,000 to 74,999 1 b b
75,000 to 99,999 1 b b
100,000 to 149.999 1 b b
150,000 or more 1 b b

Typec
With children 3 4,640 21
Elderly 8 2,880 23
Other 3 4,300 29

Aid to Families with Dependent Children"

All Families 6 3,340 26

Income (1990 dollars)"
1 to 9,999 17 2,910 47
10,000 to 19,999 7 4,000 30
20,000 to 29,999 3 3,980 16
30,000 to 39,999 1 b b
40,000 to 49,999 1 b b
50,000 to 74,999 1 b b
75,000 to 99,999 1 b b
100,000 to 149,999 1 b b
150,000 or more e b b

Type0
With children 13 3,610 28
Elderly 1 b b
Other 2 2,220 21

$3,560.17 Families with wages above $8,900 and with more. The formulas for determining EITC benefits are
wages and AGI of less than $11,620 will receive the more generous for families with children than for child-
maximum credit. The credit will decline by 21.06 per- less families and more generous for families with two
cent of any wages or AGI above $11,620; it falls to or more children than for those with one child.
zero for families with wages or AGI of $28,524 or

One-tenth of all families and more than one-fourth
of families with children received the EITC in 1990,

17. The iuxmw levs used to calculate the ErIC are adjusted for inflation. before major increases that were enacted in 1990 and
Consequendy, the values shown here are estimates based on CBO's
Projections of inflation.
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Table 7.
Continued

Average Benefits as a
Percentage Benefits per Percentage of
of Families Recipient Family Recipient

Family Category Receiving Benefits (1990 dollars) Family's Income

Food Stamps

All Families 10 1,490 15

Income (1990 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 31 1,310 22
10,000 to 19,999 14 1,790 13
20,000 to 29,999 4 1,510 6
30,000 to 39,999 1 b b
40,000 to 49,999 e b b
50,000 to 74,999 e b b
75,000 to 99,999 e b b
100,000 to 149,999 • b b
150,000 or more e b b

Type0

With children 17 2,020 19
Elderly 5 680 8
Other 6 680 8

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Intemal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from Individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

See Box 1 on page 8 for a discussion of how to interpret data on the receipt of benefits.

a. Famly income comrlises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative income are included only in totals.

b. Too few families received benefits to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.

c. Families wilh chidren are al families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

d. Because the data do not distinguish accurately between recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and recipients of
general assistance, some recipients of general assistance are included with recipients of AFDC.

e. Less than 0.5 percent.

1993 (see Table 8). Benefits averaged $600, nearly Whether the EITC encourages or discourages work
two-thirds of the maximum credit of $953 in that year. on the part of families depends on their level of income.
The EITC increased the income of the average recipient The credit offers a work incentive to families with
by 3 percent. Families with incomes below $10,000, wages in the phase-in range by increasing their earnings
however, received a 9 percent boost in income from the up to 40 percent. The credit may be a disincentive to
credit. work for families with incomes in the phaseout range.
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Table 8.
Percentage of Families Receiving the Earned Income Tax Credit, Average Credit per Recipient Family,
and Credit as a Percentage of Family Income, by Family Income and Type, 1990

Average Credit as a
Percentage Credit per Percentage of
of Families Recipient Family Recipient

Family Category Receiving Credit (1990 dollars) Family's Income

All Families 10 600 3

Income (1990 dollars)"
I to 9,999 12 590 9
10,000 to 19,999 22 650 4
20,000 to 29,999 9 470 2
30,000 to 39,999 4 570 2
40,000 to 49,999 2 630 1
50,000 to 74,999 2 600 1
75,000 to 99,999 2 510 1
100,000 to 149,999 2 600 1
150,000 or more 1 b b

Typec
With children 28 600 3
Elderly d b b
Other d b b

SOURCE: Congessional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

See Box 1 on page 8 for a discussion of how to interpret data on the receipt of benefits.

a. Famiry income comprises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative income are included only in totals.

b. Too few families received benefits to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.

c. FamAes with children are al families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

d. Less than 0.5 percent.

For families at that level, each additional dollar of in- Further Means-Testing of
come reduces their credit by as much as 21 cents--leav- Income Support Programs
ing them with 79 cents of net income before other
taxes'." Additional means-testing of the income support pro-

grams discussed above seems to be a two-edged sword.
Assistance programs designed to aid low-income fami-

18. Thlinreasediitm from the credit prr,•ides recipients with an incen- lies already impose limits on both the incomes and as-
five to work less. That incentive reinforces the disincentive to work for sets of recipients. Including those programs in a broad-
families in the phaseout range and offsets incentives to work more for
families in the phase-in range. based means test could thus be duplicative and result in
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little impact on program costs. At the same time, own or others' work experience. Medicaid provides
global approaches offer at least one advantage: instead health care to people with low incomes and assets as
of the monthly tests now used in each program other well as to families who have spent large shares of their
than the EITC, the programs would be subject to annual incomes on medical care.
tests."9 As a consequence, beneficiaries who qualified
for assistance for only part of a year and who had sub-
stantial annual incomes could lose some or all of their Medicare
benefits.2" This approach would target the limited re-
sources available toward the long-term poor rather than Established in 1965, Medicare provides health care to
the temporarily poor. elderly and disabled people through two separate pro-

grams. Hospital Insurance (HI), or Part A of Medicare,
Whether a policy of additional global means-testing pays for hospital inpatient services, home-based health

would defeat the aims of the programs would depend on care, and skilled nursing. Supplementary Medical In-
each family's circumstances. For example, an annual surance (SMI), or Part B, pays for doctors and out-
means test could require an unemployed single mother patient services.
who received assistance during the first half of a year
and then found a well-paying job during the second to Payments from the HI trust fund are financed pri-
repay some of that assistance. An otherwise similar marily through payroll taxes; a combination of enrollee
mother whose fortunes were reversed--she was em- premiums (roughly one-quarter of costs) and general
ployed at a good wage during the first half of the year revenues supports SMI benefits. In 1994, Medicare
before losing her job and qualifying for welfare--could will provide roughly $161 billion in medical care to
face a serious problem: she might have to repay some more than 34 million beneficiaries.
of those benefits because of her annual income but
might not have the resources to do so. Medicare is the second largest entitlement program,

exceeded only by Social Security. In 1990, nearly one-
On the one hand, setting benefit levels on the basis fourth of all families in this country received Medicare

of a retrospective means test ci annual income would benefits at an average cost to the federal government of
avoid the problem of families having inadequate re- about $3,800 (see Table 9).2" Virtually all elderly
sources to repay benefits. On the other hand, it might families--96 percent--participated in the program, com-
deny assistance to families who were truly in need. In pared with just 5 percent of younger families. Elderly
large part, the monthly means tests currently imposed families with higher incomes were somewhat less likely
on some entitlements recognize that families can need to get Medicare benefits, probably because their mem-
outside assistance for short periods, even if they can bers were still working and receiving health insurance
meet their needs by themselves most of the time. through their employers.

The program distributes HI benefits without regard
to need, and the arguments supporting that policy are

Government-Sponsored similar to those used for Social Security. The program
is a social insurance program paid for by payroll taxes,Health Insurance say supporters. Through it, workers insure themselves
against a portion of the health care costs that they

Two major government programs provide health insur- expect to incur as retirees. According to that view,
ance for elderly, disabled, and poor people. Medicare
offers assistance to people who are age 65 or older or
permanently disabled who qualify on the basis of their

21. lbis analysis values Medicare benefits at their insurance value--that is,
the total cost of the program divided by the number of beneficiaries--
minus premiums paid for SMI benefits. This approach assigns a

19. Because the ErIC is based on wages and total income from the previous constant value to every beneficiary, regardless of how much medical
year, it already imposes an annual means test. care is consumed, and therefore avoids attributing the highest values to

the sickest participants in the program The Congressional Budget
20. Noe, howeve,, that many families with temporarily low i.-omes would Office assigned a value for 1990 of about $2,940. Chapter 5 discusses

have enough assets to disqualify them from receiving assistance. the problem of valuing health benefits.
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Table 9.
Percentage of Families Receiving Health Benefits, Average Value per Recipient Family,
and Benefits as a Percentage of Family Income, by Program, Family Income, and Family Type, 1990

Average Value as a
Percentage Value per Percentage of
of Families Recipient Family Recipient

Family Category Receiving Benefits (1990 dollars) Family's Income

Medicare

All Families 24 3,830 13

Income (1990 dollars)5

1 to 9,999 34 3,200 48
10,000 to 19,999 30 3,830 26
20,000 to 29,999 25 4,100 17
30,000 to 39,999 21 4,270 12
40,000 to 49,999 17 4,140 9
50,000 to 74,999 15 4,170 7
75,000 to 99,999 17 4,160 5
100,000 to 149,999 18 4,290 4
150,000 or more 20 4,380 1

Typeb
With children 6 3,500 11
Elderly 96 3,930 13
Other 4 3,100 15

Medicaid

All Families 10 3,950 28

Income (1990 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 29 3,480 56
10,000 to 19,999 12 4,550 33
20,000 to 29,999 5 4,730 19
30,000 to 39,999 3 4,350 13
40,000 to 49,999 3 4,040 9
50,000 to 74,999 2 4,570 8
75,000 to 99,999 2 3,840 5
100,000 to 149,999 1 c c
150,000 or more 1 c c

Typeb
With children 16 4,310 29
Elderly 10 2,310 17
Other 5 4,570 36

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue
Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from Individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The value of health benefits equals the insurance value of the benefits net of any premiums paid.
See Box I on page 8 for a discussion of how to interpret data on the receipt of benefits.

a. Family iwcome conxlpses all cash Income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative income are included only In totals.

b. Famiss with chldken are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

c. Too few families received benefits to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.
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enrollees have paid for their benefits, just like any other Medicaid
form of insurance.

Under the Medicaid program, states provide health care
Yet pas ributions fall considerably short of to low-income families with children as well as to poor

paying for the oenefits of current enrollees. Those elderly and disabled people. 22 The federal and state
benefits are funded through a pay-as-you-go mech- governments share the costs of the program on the
anism, which has been unable to keep pace with the same basis as they share the costs of AFDC. 23 States
program's rapid growth in numbers of beneficiaries and must provide Medicaid to all AFDC families and most

real costs per beneficiary. As a consequence, current st recipients. However, the law permits 12 states that

workers--including those with low and moderate earn- provided Medicaid under more restrictive eligibility
ings--are paying for the health care costs of HI enroll- standards before the establishment of SSI in 1972 to
ees, some of whom may be quite affluent. Proponents continue to use those standards.
of cuts in the program or increased cost sharing by
beneficiaries assert that higher-income participants Beginning in 1986, the Congress extended manda-
should bear more of the program's costs. tory Medicaid coverage to children and pregnant

women in families with low incomes.24 States also have
Similar arguments apply to the SMI portion of the option of offering Medicaid benefits to other low-

Medicare. SMI beneficiaries pay only about one-fourth income families who are considered medically needy;
of program costs; the remainder comes from general 36 states did so in 1992. States determine what medi-
revenues. People who advocate restraints on entitle- cal services are covered under their Medicaid plans as
ments question why taxpayers should be paying three- well as the levels of reimbursement to providers. In
fourths of SMI costs for enrollees with substantial in- 1994, nearly 34 million people will receive an estimated
comes. Both the Bush and Clinton Administrations $140 billion worth of Medicaid benefits.
have acted on that question. Each has proposed that
higher-income enrollees pay a greater share of SMI In 1990, 10 percent of all U.S. families participated
costs through higher monthly premiums. in the Medicaid program and received benefits with an

average insurance value of nearly $4,000 per family
Others are more cautious about introducing SMI (see Table 9).25 Because of the program's eligibility

premiums that would be related to income, in part be- rules, families with children were more likely than aver-
cause of the short-lived Medicare Catastrophic Care age to participate: 16 percent of them received assis-
Act (MCCA). The MCCA was designed to provide tance through the program compared with 7 percent of
catastrophic health insurance and drug benefits to all families without children. Medicaid assisted nearly a
Medicare enrollees. It paid for those benefits by impos- third of all families with incomes below $10,000 and
ing premiums on all beneficiaries and substantial in- 60 percent of families in that income range who had
come tax surcharges on those with moderate to high in- children.
comes. (The surcharge would have fallen on the 40
percent of Medicare enrollees who had federal indi-
vidual income tax liability of at least $150.) 22. People participating in the Medicare program can also receive Medicaid

benefits if their incomes are low enough. In such cases. Medicaid pays

The logic that the recipients of the benefits should most out-of-pocket costs that Medicare does not pay.

actually pay more of the costs of expanding the pro- 23. Because the federal and state governments share the costs of Medicaid.
they would also share any savings generated by means-testing the bene-gram was initially persuasive to the Congress and the fits of the program.

President. But the redistributive aspects of the pro-
gram's financing, which required higher-income recipi- 24. Changes have been phased in over time, extending mandatory coverage

to all poor children under age 19 but only for those born after Septem-
ents to pay more than the costs of their expected addi- be 1983. Consequently, not until 2002 will a)) poor children under age

tional benefits, created a political maelstrom that re- 19 be eligible for coverage.

sulted in the MCCA's repeal. 25. CBO's analysis assigns insurance values to Medicaid benefits on the

basis of recipiency status and state. Recipients are classified as either
elderly. nonelderly disabled, nonelderly adult nondisabled, or child
nondisabled. Chapter 5 discusses the problem of valuing health
benefits.
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Regulations governing eligibility for Medicaid ben- A small number of families who now qualify for
efits already impose strict limits on both the income and benefits on the basis of low monthly incomes for part of
assets recipient families may have. Further subjecting a year would be made ineligible under an annual income
beneficiaries to a more global means test at higher in- test. Using an annual test could deny health care to
come levels would, for the most part, duplicate current people during periods when their resources were truly
tests and add substantial new administrative costs. And inadequate to pay for health services. Alternatively,
if the test was an annual one--as it most likely would such families could receive health care under Medicaid
be--families in some categories could be hurt. when they needed it but then have to pay the govern-

Table 10.
Characteristics of Families Receiving Entitlement Benefits, by Family Income and Type, 1990

Percentage of Average

Recipient All All Families Benefits per Percentage
Families Families Receiving Recipient Family of All

Family Category (Thousands) (Thousands) Benefits (1990 dollars) Benefits

All Families 50,270 103,280 49 10,320 100

Income (1990 dollars)"
I to 9,999 13,340 18,810 71 7,880 20
10,000 to 19,999 12,630 22,160 57 10,340 25
20,000 to 29,999 8,230 17,860 46 11,220 18
30,000 to 39,999 5,410 13,140 41 11,350 12
40,000 to 49,999 3,390 9,390 36 11,460 7
50,000 to 74,999 4,200 12,470 34 11,910 10
75,000 to 99,999 1,480 4,290 35 13,060 4
100,000 to 149,999 760 2,370 32 14,640 2
150,000 or more 450 1,570 29 16,190 1

Typeb
With children 13,720 34,890 39 8,200 22
Elderly 21,710 22,140 98 13,970 58
Other 14,840 46,250 32 6,930 20

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covers the following entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans'
compensation and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, the
ot portion of th earned income tax credit, Medicare, Medicaid, and federal civilian and military pensions. Food stamps are measured
at face value; Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any premiums paid.

See Box I on page 8 for a discussion of how to interpret data on the receipt of benefits.

a. Famlly Income comprises all cash Income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative Income are Included only In totals.

b. Fawnes wlth ctidren are all familles with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.
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ment back for the cost of that care if they were deemed In 1990, just under half of all families participated
able to do so based on their annual incomes. Families in one or more of 11 major federal entitlements. More
who had to pay back those costs--or who had to pay than 50 million families received a total of about $360
taxes on the value of their benefits--could well lack the billion in cash payments from Social Security, unem-
resources needed to do so. ployment compensation, veterans' compensation and

pensions, AFDC, SSI, or federal civilian or military
That sort of payback requirement could have other pensions, and more than $150 billion more of in-kind

adverse effects as well. It might pose a substantial dis- benefits from the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
incentive for families to earn additional income during Medicaid. On average, the government spent roughly
years in which they received Medicaid assistance, given $10,000 per recipient family.
that some part of the added earnings would go to repay
the costs of that assistance. It might also cause some Benefits in 1990, however, were not distributed
people not to seek health care when appropriate, par- evenly among families with different incomes (see
ticularly in the case of preventive care for children. Table 10). On the one hand, low-income families were

more likely to receive benefits than their counterparts
with higher incomes: nearly three-fourths of families
with cash incomes below $10,000 were beneficiaries,

The Distribution of All compared with less than one-third of families with in-
comes above $100,000. On the other hand, among

Entitlement Benefits recipient families, those with high incomes had higher
average benefits than those with low incomes--$15,200

Examining individual entitlements to see how and to for families with cash incomes above $100,000 versus
whom they give benefits fails to provide a complete $7,900 for families with incomes below $10,000.
picture of which families receive how much in total
entitlement payments. Many families receive payments Who received benefits and how much they received
from more than one program, either because participa- also differed widely among types of families (see
tion in one program makes a family automatically Table 10). Virtually all families (98 percent) with at
eligible for benefits from another or because programs least one member age 65 or older received some bene-
may have similar eligibility requirements. All recipi- fits, compared with 39 percent of families with children
ents of AFDC, for example, qualify for Medicaid assis- and 32 percent of other families (no elderly family
tance. In addition, they are almost certainly eligible for members or children). Among recipient families, aver-
food stamps, since the income limits for AFDC are age benefits were nearly twice as large for elderly
generally lower than those for the Food Stamp program. families. They received about $14,000 versus roughly
Similarly, a vast majority of the elderly get both Social $8,200 for families with children and $6,900 for other
Security and Medicare because the program require- families. And slightly more than two-fifths of all re-
ments are much the same. Determining the full extent cipient families were elderly, whereas the remaining
of the entitlements that families receive requires com- families split about evenly between those with and
bining all of the programs and examining the distribu- without children. Overall, three-fifths of all entitlement
tion of their total benefits. outlays went to elderly families, and about one-fifth

each went to families with children and other families.



Chapter Three

Options for Curtailing Entitlements
and Their Effects on the Budget

imiting entitlement benefits for higher-income The relative sizes of these effects stem directly

recipients could have significant effects on the from the particular forms of the options that the Con-
federal budget and on the incomes of beneficia- gressional Budget Office examined. Those options

ries. The extent of those effects depends largely on the were chosen because they represent actual proposals.
specific approach taken. This study examines three Modifying the options in various ways would change
such options. One would subject entitlements to the the effects they produced. Each option could be ad-
federal individual income tax, a second would reduce justed to make its budgetary impact more comparable
benefits at increasing rates for middle- and high-income with the others or to affect a similar number of benefi-
families, and a third would deny benefits entirely to ciaries.2
families with the highest incomes. For simplicity's
sake, the ensuing discussion refers to these approaches For example, if the tax option exempted the bene-
as the tax option, the benefit reduction option, and the fits of couples with incomes below $13,000 and of
benefit denial option, other taxpayers w', incomes below $10,000, it would

generate, over the 1995-1999 period, budgetary savings
As specifically formulated for this study, the three roughly equal to those of the benefit reduction option.

options would have substantially different budgetary Denying entitlements to all couples with incomes of
effects. The varying effects arise because the options more than $62,000 and other families with incomes of
reduce the net benefits of different numbers of recipi- more than $50,000 would also yield cuts in entitlements
ents and use markedly different rates of benefit reduc- similar to those of the benefit reduction option. Yet
tion. The tax option would affect the largest number of despite the similar budgetary savings that the modified
recipients, but it would tax away relatively small frac- options would generate, they would still affect different
tions of their benefits. In contrast, the benefit reduction beneficiaries and would take different amounts away
option would make larger cuts in the benefits of fewer from the families who were affected. Those consider-
recipients. The benefit denial option would affect only ations are of major importance to policymakers as they
about 1 percent of recipients; however, those affected make decisions about changing entitlements.
would, on average, lose more than three-fourths of their
benefits.

The broader reach of the tax option would have the Make Entitlements Sub ect to
greatest budgetary effect, increasing revenues by nearly
$260 billion over the 1995-1999 period. The benefit the Individual Income Tax
reduction option formulated for this analysis would
save about $190 billion over the same period. The ben- The first option would broaden the measure of income
efit denial option would save roughly $45 billion) used in the federal individual income tax to include all

2. Appendix B shows the budgetary savings and distributional effects of
the tax and benefit denial options after adjusting them to make their

1. Appendix .4 discusses CBO's methods for estimating the budgetary savings comparable with those from the benefit reduction option
savings from the policy options. discussed in this chapter.
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entitlements. The income tax now excludes from tax- for low-income recipients who may not have the money
able income all cash welfare payments from federal and to pay taxes on benefits that they receive in kind.4

state governments as well as the value of in-kind bene-
fits such as food stamps and health care assistance. The option's treatment of Medicare benefits would
Also untaxed are significant portions of Social Security parallel that of Social Security: it would tax 85 percent
payments and veterans' compensation and pensions. of the insurance value of hospital (Part A) benefits--
This option would make more entitlement benefits sub- which are financed through payroll taxes that workers
ject to federal taxes. It would not affect recipients of and employers both pay--plus the insurance value of
unemployment benefits or federal civilian and military benefits under Supplementary Medical Insurance (Part
pensions because those benefits are already fully sub- B) that are not funded through premiums. Because
ject to federal income taxes. hospital costs have escalated rapidly in recent years and

because contributions to Medicare began only in 1966,
The tax option CBO formulated for this analysis almost every elderly Medicare enrollee has paid much

would include as taxable income 85 percent of all So- less in payroll taxes than 15 percent of the actuarial
cial Security and Railroad Retirement benefits for all value of his or her Part A benefits. As a result, exclud-
taxpayers. Excluding 15 percent of those benefits ap- ing 15 percent of the value of Part A benefits is a more
proximates the way the income tax treats pensions to generous tax treatment than excluding 15 percent of
which employees contribute: the worker's own contri- Social Security benefits--although the percentage is the

butions (which are made out of after-tax earnings) are same. Because about one-fourth of funding for the SMI
not taxed when pension benefits are distributed. The part of Medicare comes from premiums paid by en-
employee's share of the payroll tax comes out of his or rollees, this option would include as taxable income the
her after-tax earnings. For most retirees, the taxes they difference between the insurance value of SMI coverage
pay during their working years equal no more than 15 and those premiums.
percent of the benefits they receive in retirement.

The option would also tax the full value of other
Under current law, nearly four-fifths of the recipi- entitlement benefits, including Aid to Families with

ents of Social Security and Railroad Retirement pay no Dependent Children, Supplemental Security Income,
taxes on their benefits. Less than 10 percent of them veterans' compensation and pensions, the face value of
pay taxes on 85 percent of their benefits.3  food stamps, and the insurance value of Medicaid. Fed-

eral and state governments finance all of these pro-
Taxing all entitlements brings up the question of grams through general tax revenues; beneficiaries do

how to place a value on health benefits (or other assis- not contribute directly to the programs from which they
tance received in kind rather than in cash). The whole receive assistance. For that reason, the tax option gives
issue produces widespread disagreement. This analysis none of these benefits the type of partial exemption
uses the insurance value of each program--the total cost provided for Social Security and Medicare.'
to the government of providing benefits divided by the
number of people enrolled in the program. That ap-
proach allocates costs among beneficiaries without re- Budgetary Savings
gard to the services any one individual uses or the value
any one enrollee places on benefits. The method is Expanding the coverage of the income tax to include
straightforward, but it could create practical problems entitlement benefits that are now untaxed would signifi-

cantly increase the amount of income subject to tax. As

3. Cum law includes in adjusted gross income the lesser of the following a consequence, federal revenues would rise by about
two calculations: one-half of Social Security and Railroad Retirement $18 billion in fiscal year 1995 and by nearly $260 bil-
benefits or one-half of the excess of the taxpayers modified adjusted
gross income (AGI plus nontaxable interest plus one-half of Social
Security and Railroad Retirement benefits) over a threshold of $32,000
for manrried couples filing jointly, $25,000 for single taxpayers, and zero
for nmnied peole filing searately. Taxpayers with modified AGI over 4. Chapter 5 discusses this issue more completely.
a second threshold ($44,000, $32,000, and zero. respectively) must
include in AGI the lesser of 85 percent of benefits or 85 percent of 5. The benefits from other entitlement programs, such as the income-
modified AGI over the second threshold. Before 1994, a maximum of replacement portion of workers' compensation, could be taxed, but they
one-half of benefits was counted in AGI. are excluded from this analysis because of the lack of requisite data.
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lion over the 1995-1999 period (see the top line of Ta- were among the programs still included. Taxing only
ble 11). those two programs would raise revenues by nearly

$220 billiun over five years--roughly 85 percent of the
Nearly one-half of the additional revenues would gains that would come from taxing all entitlements.

come from the increase in the portion of Social Security Taxing only Social Security would lower the increase in
benefits subject to the income tax. Almost three- revenues, however. Over the 1995-1999 period, new
fourths of the rest of the gain would come from taxing revenues from including only Social Security would be
the insurance value of Medicare. Taxing means-tested about $100 billion, less than 40 percent of the gains if
benefits would produce less than one-eighth of the five- all benefits were taxed. Government pensions (minus
year savings. By 1999, the added revenues from taxing contributions by workers) and unemployment compen-
all entitlements would offset about 7 percent of total sation are already fully taxable, so no additional reve-
federal spending for entitlements. nues can be obtained from taxing them.

Making only some entitlements taxable would re- Excluding some benefits from a person's taxable
duce the added revenues, but those losses would be rel- income would reduce the gains in revenues by more
atively small as long as Social Security and Medicare than the revenues that would come from taxing the

Table 11.
Additional Federal Revenues from Broadening Taxable Income to Include Entitlements,
Fiscal Years 1995-1999 (In billions of dollars)

Programs Affected 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1995-1999

All Programs' 18.0 52.6 57.0 62.3 68.1 258.0

All Programs Except Medicaid 16.7 48.0 52.1 56.8 62.1 235.7

All Programs Except
Medicare and Medicaid 9.5 24.6 25.5 26.5 27.4 113.5

Cash Social Insurance
Programs Only 9.1 23.3 24.0 24.9 25.7 107.0

Social Security and
Medicare Only 15.6 44.4 48.4 52.9 58.0 219.3

Social Security Only 8.5 21.4 22.2 23.0 23.8 98.9

Means-Tested Programs Only 0.3 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 5.7

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: The table covers the following entitlements: cash social insurance (Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensa-
Ion, and veterans' compensation and pensions); health programs (Medicare and Medicaid); and means-tested programs (Supplemental
Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, and the Food Stamp program).

a. Unemploym compensaton Is already fully taxable.
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omitted benefits alone. Counting the benefits from benefits. But as their incomes rose, an increasing share
other programs as taxable income increases an individ- of their entitlements would be taxed. When a family's
ual's income-the base to which tax rates are applied-- income reached $20,000 or more, all of its benefits
and may move that taxpayer into a higher tax bracket. would be taxed. This adjustment would keep families
Thus, if benefits from all programs were taxed, benefits with the lowest incomes from losing some of their after-
from one program would be taxed at a higher rate than tax benefits. It would also lessen the benefits that other
would apply if only its benefits were being taxed. For low-income families would lose.
example, including both Social Security and Medicare
benefits in a person's taxable income would increase A third change would make only a fraction of a
revenues by roughly 20 percent more than the sum of family's benefits subject to taxation (again, like Social
the increases generated by including each benefit by Security). Compared with taxing all benefits, this
itself. This example illustrates why total gains in reve- change would reduce the option's impact on all
nues cannot easily be taken apart to estimate the effects recipients--no one would have all of his or her benefits
of making specific benefits taxable. taxed. In addition, counting only part of a family's ben-

efits would protect those recipients with the lowest in-
Taxing means-tested benefits would affect only a comes: by taxing only a fraction of their benefits, the

small fraction of beneficiaries and generate relatively system would not move them above the point where
little revenue. If only AFDC, SSI, and food stamps they would have to start paying taxes on those benefits.
were taxable, gains in revenues over the 10" -- 1999
period would be less than $6 billion. B.caL Xe par- A final alteration would exempt some entitlements
ticipants in these programs have low incomes, tney gen- from taxation--for example, means-tested benefits such
erally pay no income taxes. And those beneficiaries as Medicaid, food stamps, and AFDC. This approach
who would pay taxes probably participate in the pro- would reduce the number of families who would have to
grams for only part of the year: they may be poor for a pay taxes on their entitlements by exempting the needi-
few months but have somewhat higher annual incomes. est families.

Modifying the Tax Option Reduce Entitlements for

Four types of modifications to this option would change Middle- and High-Income
its budgetary savings and how it affected beneficiaries--
both who would be affected and how much their after- Recipients
tax benefits would fall. One change would exclude
from taxable income a base amount of entitlements for The Concord Coalition recently proposed that federal
each taxpayer. For example, couples filing jointly entitlements be reduced rapidly as incomes rose.6 It
might be able to exclude the first $7,000 of their in- suggested two possible mechanisms: one indirect (su-
come from entitlements; other taxpayers might be able pemormal tax rates imposed under the individual in-
to exclude the first $4,000. This adjustment would pro- come tax) and one direct (new programmatic structures
tect the poorest beneficiaries, but it would substantially that would reduce benefits). Under the coalition's pro-
reduce the added tax payments for taxpayers at all in- posal, families with incomes above $40,000 would lose
come levels. benefits according to a graduated scale: those with in-

comes between $40,000 and $50,000 would lose 10
The second type of modification would establish a p er ent,4with0that share0increasingsb 10

thresholdpercent, with that share increasing by 10 percentagethrehol tht icomewoud hve o exeedbefre en- points for each $10,000 of income up to 85 percent of
efits would be taxable, the same way that Social Secu- benefits above $120,000 of total income.

rity benefits are not taxable for people whose incomes

are below a specific threshold. For example, families
with adjusted gross incomes--including their benefits-- 6. Comd Coaliion, The Zero Deficit Plan (Washington, D.C.: Concord

below $10,000 might be exempt from taxes on their Coalition, 1993).
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The Concord Coalition's plan would consider non- Budgetary Savings
entitlement income first in determining the rate by
which benefits should be reduced. In addition, the plan The benefit reduction option would reduce the federal
would reduce benefits only to the extent that they government's total outlays for entitlements by about $9
caused total income to exceed $40,000. Some exam- billion in fiscal year 1995 and by about $190 billion
pies may be helpful. between 1995 and 1999 (see the top line of Table 12).8

"Roughly 60 percent of the savings would come from
o A family who received $15,000 of Socia~l Security recapturing Social Security benefits; nearly 30 percent

and $30,000 of nonentitlement income would lose would stem from recovering Medicare costs from the
$500 of its benefits--10 percent of the $5,000 by affected enrollees. Only about 3 percent of the option's
which its total income exceeded $40,000. (Re- five-year savings would come from including means-
member that the plan counts nonentitlement income tested benefit programs in the reduction scheme.
first.)

"Dropping some programs from this option would
o A family who had $15,000 of Social Security and reduce the budgetary savings it might generate. Ex-

$45,000 of nonentitlement income would lose cluding health insurance programs, for example, would
$2,500 of its Social Security benefits--10 percent lower the savings in outlays by about one-third. Reduc-
of the $5,000 that fell in the $40,000-$50,000 in- ing only Social Security and Medicare benefits would
come range and 20 percent of the $10,000 that fell retain nearly 90 percent of the savings. Applying re-
in the $50,000-$60,000 category. ductions only to Social Security would save slightly

more than $100 billion during the 1995-1999 period.
"o A family who had $15,000 of Social Security and

$120,000 or more of nonentitlement income would
lose $12,750 of its Social Security benefits--85 Modifying the Benefit Reduction Option
percent of the $15,000.

The coalition's plan would treat married couples Modifications to this option could change the number

and larger families the same as single people and would of beneficiaries who would be affected and the amount

adjust for inflation all of the dollar values it used as of budgetary savings that the option would generate.
limits and ranges. The plan also calls for implementing Raising the level of income at which benefit reductions
ltheprpsan granue. ofirst begin would exempt more families from cuts in
the proposal gradually over six years. their entitlements. In addition, it would lessen the size

The option that C130 analyzed mimics the Concord of the cuts for those families who would lose less than

Coalition's proposal in all ways but two: it would omit 85 percent of their benefits. Reducing the fraction of

certain benefits for which adequate data do not exist, benefits that a family in any income range would lose

and it would start to reduce benefits immediately, not and raising the upper threshold for the maximum cut of

gradually over time. Specifically, the option that CBO 85 percent would have similar effects. Lowering the

simulated would cover Social Security and Railroad maximum loss of benefits below 85 percent would

Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' lessen the option's effect--but only for families with the

compensation and pensions, AFDC, SSI, the face value highest incomes.

of food stamps, and the insurance value--minus any Any of the above changes would reduce the op-
premiums paid--of Medicare and Medicaid.7 The op- tion's budgetary savings. Of course, reversing the
tion would go into effect fully on January 1, 1995. tion getar saving Of come levelsingwhi
(Gradually phasing in the reductions would reduce the changes--that is, lowering the income level at which
budgetary savings discussed below.) cuts start, raising the rate at which benefits are reduced,

8. These estimates do not include any loss of revenues from reducing the
7. As in the tax option, this approach would include 85 percent of the amounts of Social Security and unemployment compensation that are

ismranee value of Medicare Part A benefits plus the insurance value of subject to taxation.
Part B benefits minus the premiums paid by participants.
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Table 12.
Budgetary Savings from Reducing Entitlement Benefits for Middle- and High-Income Recipients,
Fiscal Years 1995-1999 (In billions of dollars)

Programs Affected 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1995-1999

All Programs" 9.4 45.4 42.2 44.9 47.9 1898

All Programs Except Medicaid 9.3 44.4 41.2 43.8 46.6 185.3

All Programs Except
Medicare and Medicaid 6.3 30.0 27.4 28.7 30.0 122.4

Cash Social Insurance
Programs Only 6.3 29.6 26.9 28.1 29.4 120.3

Social Security and
Medicare Only 8.4 39.8 37.1 39.5 42.3 167.1

Social Security Only 5.4 25.4 23.3 24.4 25.6 104.1

Means-Tested Programs Only 0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 2.3

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: The ble covers the following entitlements: cash social Insurance (Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensa-
tion. and veterans' compensation and pensions); health programs (Medicare and Medicaid); and means-tested programs (Supplemental
Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, and the Food Stamp program).

a. The option including all programs is similar to the proposal of the Concord Coalition.

or taking more than 85 percent of benefits from high- be adjusted for inflation). Furthermore, unlike the Con-
income families--would increase budgetary savings and cord Coalition's proposal to increase rates of benefit
affect recipients more. reduction gradually over an $80,000 range of income,

this option would phase in the complete loss of benefits
over a range of just $10,000. For the sake of consis-
tency with the benefit reduction option, this one was

Deny Entitlements to High- formulated so as not to affect federal civilian or military

Income Recipients pensions.

Unlike the benefit reduction option, the denial op-
Members of Congress have recently called for legisla- tion would treat married couples and single individuals
tion to deny entitlement benefits to families with very differently. It would establish different income thresh-
high incomes.' CR0 therefore examined an option to olds for denying benefits. In 1995, single people with
take away all entitlements from recipients who have nonentitlement taxable incomes of more than $110,000
taxable incomes above certain thresholds (which would would lose all of their entitlement benefits, as would

couples with incomes above $130,000. Singles and
couples with total incomes including entitlements below9. For example, during dhe 103rd Congress, Senator Hank Brown $100,000 and $120,000, respectively, would lose no

proposed an amendment to H.R. 3167 that would have denied
emergency unemployment benefits to people with taxable incomes benefits. All other recipients (singles with incomes be-
exceeding $200,000.
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Table 13.
Budgetary Savings from Denying Entitlement Benefits to High-Income Recipients,
Fiscal Years 1995-1999 (in billions of dollars)

Programs Affected 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1995-1999

All Programs 4.1 10.1 9.3 10.0 10.7 44.2

All Programs Except Medicaid 4.1 10.1 9.3 9.9 10.6 44 0

All Programs Except
Medicare and Medicaid 2.7 6.4 5.8 6.1 6.4 27.4

Cash Social Insurance
Programs Only 2.7 6.4 5.8 6.1 6.4 27.4

Social Security and
Medicare Only 4.0 9.8 9.1 9.7 10.4 43.0

Social Security Only 2.6 6.2 5.6 5.9 6.2 26.5

Means-Tested Programs Only 0 0 0 0 0 0

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: The thile covers the following entitlements: cash social insurance (Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensa-
tion. and veterans' compensation and pensions); health programs (Medicare and Medicaid); and means-tested programs (Supplemental
Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, and the Food Stamp program).

tween $100,000 and $110,000 and couples with in- less than one-fourth as much as the other options (see
comes between $120,000 and $130,000) would lose 50 the top line of Table 13).'o
percent of their benefits that fell between the two
thresholds: they would lose all of their entitlements that As was the case for the benefit reduction option,
raised their total income above the upper limits, roughly three-fifths of those savings would derive from

Social Security, with another third coming from Medi-
Thus, for example, a couple with $110,000 of non- care. Hardly any savings would come from means-

entitlement income and $50,000 of entitlements would tested programs or from either unemployment compen-
keep all of the first $10,000 of entitlements (up to the sation or veterans' prog:. ms. If the option covered only
threshold of $120,000, the range in which no benefits Social Secu.,ty and Medicare, it would lose virtually no
are lost); half of the next $10,000 (that part of total savings. Including only Social Security would reduce
income falling between $120,000 and $130,000, which savings by about 40 percent.
is subject to a 50 percent reduction); and none of the
remaining $30,000. One major drawback to this option is its potential

for Imposing an effective tax rate of more than 100 per-

Budgetary Savings cent on nonentitlement income. Consider a woman

Of the three options that CBO examined, eliminating 10. As in the benefit reduction option, the budgetary savings under the
denial option would be offset by losses of revenue from reducing taxablethe benefits that high-incom e families receive would benefits. Because this option would affect people who face above-

have the smallest budgetary effect. The benefit denial average marginal tax rates and for whom 85 percent of Social Security

option would save about $44 billion over five years, benefits are currently taxable, the revenue offset would be a larger
fraction of gross savings than under the benefit reduction option.
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whose high level of income causes the loss of some but Modifying the Benefit Denial Option
not all of her entitlements. If she got a raise and her
nonentitlement income rose by a dollar, this option Two modifications to this option could change how
would reduce her entitlements by a dollar, leaving her many beneficiaries would be affected and the budgetary
pretax income unchanged. But that additional dollar of savings that would be realized. First, lowering by a
income from her raise would be subject to income and modest amount the income threshold above which ben-
perhaps payroll taxes that could exceed 40 percent. efits were reduced wculd generate more savings (by
Thus, the effective tax on her additional dollar of in- denying entitlements to more beneficiaries) while con-
come would be more than $1.40--$1.00 in reduced tinuing to protect the entitlements of lower-income faro-
entitlements and $0.40 in income and payroll taxes-- ilies. Second, broadening the income range over which
leaving her less well off than before her raise. This benefits were phased out would lower the budgetary
high (140 percent) tax rate would, however, affect only savings somewhat by reducing the number of people
recipients who lost benefits and whose nonentitlement who were denied benefits. In addition, although the
incomes fell below the top of the range over which ben- latter change would lessen the disincentives to work for
efits were phased out. The narrower that range, the some individuals, its net effect might be to discourage
fewer the people who would be affected and the fewer work because it would subject more recipients to high
the disincentives for recipients to earn more income. tax rates.



Chapter Four

Distributional Effects

he three options that were analyzed and dis- tax option would come from families with cash incomes

cussed in Chapter 3 differ not only in the of families. About one-fourth of the revenues from the
amount of budgetary savings they would gener- below $20,000; nearly three-fourths would come from

ate but also in the distribution of their impact--how they those with incomes below $50,000 (see Table 15). In
would affect different kinds of recipient families with contrast, nearly 90 percent of the savings from denying
different levels of income.' The tax option would affect benefits to families with the highest incomes would be
the largest number of families, and its effects would be from families with incomes above $150,000, and virtu-
felt at all income levels: at least three-fifths of the fam- ally none would come from those with incomes under
ilies in every category of income except the lowest and $100,000. Two-thirds of the savings from the option to
nearly two-thirds of all recipient families would pay reduce benefits would come from families with incomes
taxes on their benefits (see Table 14). In contrast, the above $75,000.
denial option (families with the highest incomes lose all
benefits) would affect only I percent of families who Because of the design of the three options, the im-
now receive entitlements, and virtually none of those af- pact of each would be progressive--that is, the share of
fected would have incomes below $100,000. The bene- benefits lost by affected families would increase
fit reduction option, which would lower entitlements sharply with income (see Table 16). Losses of benefits
going to middle- and high-income families, would cut under the tax option would reflect the progressivity of
benefits for about one-fifth of all recipients, almost all the individual income tax. Families with incomes be-
of whom would be in families with cash incomes above low $10,000 would lose about 4 percent of the value of
$30,000. These distributional effects could differ their benefits, and those with incomes above $150,000
markedly, however, if the parameters of the options would give up about 19 percent of their benefits.
were changed so that the budgetary savings they gener-
ated were comparable.2  The other two options would have generally higher

rates of benefit losses over wider ranges. The option to
These effects of the three options are reflected in reduce benefits would curtail them by less than 2 per-

the distribution of their total savings among categories cent for families with incomes below $40,000 while
taking more than 80 percent from families with incomes
above $150,000. The option denying benefits to the
highest-income families would take about one-third of
benefits from families with incomes between $100,000

1. The lptions examined in this chapter would affect benefits from Social and $150,000 and nearly 90 percent of the benefits go-
Security and Railroad Retirement. unemployment compensation, ing to families with incomes above $150,000.
veterans' compensation and pensions, Supplemental Security Income,
Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program,
Medicare. and Medicaid. The recently enacted Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-

2. Appendix A discusses CBOs methods for estimating the distributional tion Act of 1993 reduced after-tax Social Security ben-
effects of the policy options. Appendix B contains tables similar to efits going to upper-income families. The tax option
those in this chapter for alternative versions of the trtee options that
reduce total entitlements by roughly the same percentage.
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Table 14.
Percentage of Recipient Families Losing Benefits Under Three Policy Options
to Cut Net Entitlement Costs, by Family income and Type

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Family Category Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

All Families 64 22 1

Income (1995 dollars)*
1 to 9,999 48 0 0
10,000 to 19,999 71 b 0
20,000 to 29,999 72 1 0
30,000 to 39,999 69 20 0
40,000 to 49,999 64 74 0
50,000 to 74,999 61 75 0
75,000 to 99,999 62 74 b
100,000 to 149,999 67 77 9
150,000 or more 79 89 67

Typec
With children 34 20 b
Elderly 85 25 2
Other 60 21 1

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

ServIce's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covers the folowing entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
Medicaid. Food stamps are measured at face value; Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any
pre-rns paid.

a. Family income conprises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families

with zero or negative income are included only in totals.

b. Less than 0.5 percent.

c. Familes with chidren are al families with at least one member under age 18. Eiderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

would extend those reductions to lower- and middle- every six elderly families would pay taxes on their ben-
income families. efits under the tax option, compared with one-third of

families with children and three-fifths of other families
(see Table 14). The option to deny benefits to recipient

families with the highest incomes would dispropor-

Effects on Different Types tionately affect elderly families compared with non-
elderly families, although the option would cut benefits

of Families for just 2 percent of the elderly. In comparison, the op-

tion to reduce benefits for middle- and high-income
The three options would affect different types of recipi- families would affect between one-fifth and one-fourth

ent families in widely varying ways. About five out of of families of each type.
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Table 15.
Distribution of Budgetary Savings Under Three Policy Options
to Cut Net Entitlement Costs, by Family Income and Type (In percent)

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Family Category Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

All Families 100 100 100

Income (1995 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 5 0 0
10,000 to 19,999 19 b 0
20,000 to 29,999 21 b 0
30,000 to 39,999 16 1 0
40,000 to 49,999 10 6 0
50,000 to 74,999 14 26 0
75,000 to 99,999 6 21 b
100,000 to 149,999 4 25 11
150,000 or more 3 21 89

Type0

With children 9 12 b
Elderly 73 72 94
Other 18 15 5

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covers the tolwing entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
Medicaid. Food stamps are measured at face value; Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any

-remiums paid.
a. Family kvcome comprises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families

with zero or negative Income are included only in totals.

b. Less than 0.5 percent.

c. Farmlies with children are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

In many instances, childless families and families new taxes, compared with about 11 percent for child-
with children would experience very different effects less families. Under the benefit reduction option, all
under the options. The tax and benefit denial options three family types would face reductions in their ben-
would affect childless families more than families with efits of about one-fifth.
children, cutting much larger percentages of the bene-
fits of the former. Under the option to reduce benefits,
losses would be similar for all types of families (see
Table 16). Effects Among Programs

Under the tax option, for exar.,le, affected families All three options would affect some entitlements more
with children would pay 5 percent of their benefits in than others. Not surprisingly, recipients of means-
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Table 16.
Percentage of Average Benefits Lost by Families Losing Benefits Under Three Policy Options
to Cut Net Entitlement Costs, by Family Income and Type

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Family Category Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

All Families 10 23 77

Income (1995 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 4 0 0
10,000 to 19,999 7 b 0
20,000 to 29,999 11 b 0
30,000 to 39,999 12 2 0
40,000 to 49,999 11 6 0
50,000 to 74,999 12 19 0
75,000 to 99,999 14 38 b
100,000 to 149,999 15 64 37
150,000 or more 19 81 89

Type0

With children 5 20 b
Elderly 11 23 80
Other 10 22 57

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the -amal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covers the following entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
Medicaid. Food stamps are measured at face value; Medicare and Modicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any
premiums paid.

a. Family Income comprises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative income are included only in totals.

b. Too few families would be affected to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.

c. Famlies wit chidren are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.

tested benefits would be both less likely to face cuts in In contrast, the option to reduce benefits would af-
their benefits and subject to smaller losses if they were fect less than one-tenth of families receiving any
affected than recipients of other entitlements (see Table means-tested benefit--although those who were affected
17 on page 44). Even so, the option to tax benefits would lose more of their benefits. And virtually no
would affect more than half of all families receiving families getting means-tested help would be affected by
Aid to Families with Dependent Children or food the option to deny benefits to high-income families.
stamps and two-thirds of the families on Medicaid.
Those families who owed additional taxes, however, Families who receive entitlements that are not sub-
would pay taxes amounting to less than one-tenth of ject to means tests would be more likely to lose benefits
their benefits.3

3. Measuring the budgetary savings that should be credited to individual programs in proportion to the benefits received. Thus, for example, an
etideemim requires what is necessarily an arbitrary allocation of those individual who has to give up 10 percent of his or her total benefits to
savings. This analysis assumes that the taxes paid on total benefits or taxes or in reduced payments is assumed to lose 10 percent of the
the reductions in total benefits are distributed among the various benefits ie or she would receive from each program.
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under any of the three options than families who receive to determine what part of a program's total benefits
means-tested benefits. In addition, those who are af- each option would save (see the last panel of Table 17).
fected would lose more. At least three-quarters of the The burden of the tax option would be spread more
recipients of Social Security, veterans' benefits, or evenly among the eight programs that the Con-
Medicare would be subject to higher taxes under the tax gressional Budget Office examined than would the
option, and their after-tax benefits would drop by an costs of the other policies, although significant varia-
average of between 9 percent and 14 percent. The ben- tion occurs under each option. From each program the
efit reduction option would affect between one-fourth tax option would take at least 2 percent of benefits
and two-fifths of families participating in those pro- (from the Food Stamp program) and as much as 12 per-
grams, reducing their benefits, on average, by between cent (from veterans' benefits). The benefit reduction
20 percent and 25 percent. No more than 2 percent of option would leave food stamps virtually unaffected but
families in any program would lose benefits under the would cut veterans' benefits by 10 percent. The denial
denial option, but the average reduction would be about option would get the bulk of its savings from Social
40 percent for veterans' benefits and about 80 percent Security and Medicare--it would reduce payments from
for Social Security and Medicare. each by about 2 percent. The different levels of budget-

ary savings of the three options reflect the variation
The fraction of families who would be affected and among the programs in how much benefits would be

the average loss of benefits they would sustain combine reduced.
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Table 17.
How Three Policy Options to Cut Net Entitlement Costs
Affect the Benefits Lost by Recipient Families, by Program (In percent)

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Entitlements High-income Recipients Recipients

Recipient Families Losing Benefits

Cash Social Insurance Programs
Social Security* 82 24 2
Unemployment compensation b 32 c
Veterans' benefits' 78 39 1

Means-Tested Assistance
Supplemental Security Income 83 7 c
Aid to Families with Dependent Children* 59 5 c
Food stamps 57 2 c

Health Programs
Medicare 84 23 2
Medicaid 67 6 c

All Benefits 64 22 1

Benefits Lost by Families Losing Benefits

Cash Social Insurance Programs
Social Security" 9 23 78
Unemployment compensation b 25 48
Veterans' benefitsd 14 21 40

Means-Tested Assistance
Supplemental Security Income 8 18 f
Aid to Families with Dependent Children" 5 13 1
Food stamps 5 f f

Health Programs
Medicare 13 23 80
Medicaid 7 16 f

All Benefits 10 23 77
S.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 17.
Continued

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

Benefits Lost by All Recipient Families

Cash Social Insurance Programs
Social Securitya 8 7 2
Unemployment compensation b 9 c
Veterans' benefitsO 12 10 c

Means-Tested Assistance
Supplemental Security Income 7 2 c
Aid to Families with Dependent Children" 4 1 c
Food stamps 2 c c

Health Programs
Medicare 11 6 2
Medicaid 5 1 c

All Benefits 7 5 1

SOURCE: Congessional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTE: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person fý ies.

a. Includes Railroad Retirement benefits.

b. The tax option would not affect recipients of unemployment compensation because that entitlement is already subject to income taxation.

c. Less than 0.5 percent.

d. Veterans benefits comprise veterans' compensation and veterans' pensions.

e. Because the data do not distinguish accurately between recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and recipients of
general assistance, some recipients of general assistance are included with recipients of AFDC.

f. Too few families would be affected to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.



Chapter Five

Implementing a Global Means Test

stablishing a global means test would require ing period, tax unit, measurement of means, and rate of

decisions about its structure and adminis- taxation of benefits would all be defined by regulations
tration. Would each entitlement program ad- governing the income tax.

minister the test, or would the Congress create a new
central agency to oversee all entitlements? Would the The major unanswered question involves the value
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) administer the test that should be assigned to in-kind benefits in measuring
through the tax system? taxable income. Beyond the difficulties raised by that

issue is also the drawback that the IRS would incur
Should participants lose benefits according to a higher administrative costs to process informational re-

prospective scheme (based on the resources they antic- turns from program agencies and returns filed by
ipate having in a future period) or should the reductions people who previously had not been required to file.
be retroactive (based on their income over a past Nevertheless, the appropriate administrative machinery
period)? What is the appropriate "unit"--individual, is already in place. The questions raised above are
couple, family, or other--over which to determine re- more difficult to answer for the benefit reduction and
sources and hence eligibility for benefits? What re- denial options.
sources should count in measuring means? How should
the system value benefits provided in kind when deter-
mining taxes on benefits or any reductions of them?
And at what rate should participants lose benefits as Administering Agency
their resources increase?

Three alternatives are available to administer a global
Answers to these questions will determine the suc- means test of entitlements. The Congress could give

cess of the means test in terms of the ease and costs of responsibility for the test to individual agencies that
its administration. They will also significantly influ- currently run the various programs, create a new agency
ence its effectiveness in constraining program expendi- that would impose a means test on all covered entitle-
tures, its fairness in limiting benefits, and its effects on ments, or require the IRS to perform means-testing
the behavior of recipients. through tax returns. Each approach has strengths and

weaknesses.
Because the federal individual income tax already

exists, answers to most of the questions are obvious for
the option that would tax benefits from entitlements.
That approach would simply require that agencies ad-
ministering the programs tell recipients at the end of
each year the value of their benefits that should be 1. The IRS already has a forn--Forn 1099-G--by which government

agencies tel] participants in some programs the amount of benefitsreported as taxable income.' The appropriate account- provided to them during the previous year.
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Several outcomes are virtually certain regardless of ports that it spends about $200 million annually to
which approach is used. Imposing a global means test administer the earnings test.2
would raise administrative costs, increase prograam
complexity, make compliance by beneficiaries more The second problem lies in ordering the benefits
difficult, and require potentially complex end-of-year from the different programs in determining an individ-
reconciliation. Whether budgetary savings warrant ex- uars or a family's need. Income from other entitlements
priencing these problems depends on how effective the would have to be part of any means test, since ignoring
means test would be, how many beneficiaries the test such income would overstate that need. At the same
would affect, and by how much benefits could be time, if participants accurately report the benefits they
reduced. receive from multiple programs and, as a consequence,

each program cuts their payments, their actual re-
sources--including the now-lower entitlements--would

Administration by Individual Agencies be less than their estimates. As a result, they would
qualify for higher payments.

As the providers of benefits, the individual agencies
responsible for entitlement programs might appear to The Congress could mitigate this problem by order- 4
be the logical choices to administer means tests. Those ing programs for the purpose of counting resources.
agencies collect information about their beneficiaries, For example, Social Security benefits might be based
calculate levels of benefits, and actually make pay- only on nonentitlement income, Medicare on nonentitle-
ments. What they generally do not have is complete in- ment income plus Social Security benefits, and so on.
formation about all of the resources--either current or Although this solution might not eliminate the problem,
prospective-available to participants in their programs. it could reduce the need to recalculate benefits for all

entitlements.
Programs could remedy this lack by requiring re-

cipients to report their resources in full or estimate the
resources they expect to have over some future period. Single Administering Agency
Social Security beneficiaries subject to that program's
earnings test now provide the same kind of estimates of Having a single agency administer a global means test
income if they expect to have earnings above certain for all entitlements would eliminate duplicate data col-
thresholds. Judging by the experience of that program, lecting and program ordering to determine benefits.
such reporting could impose significant compliance The "cost" of those advantages would be the establish-
costs on recipients. In addition, processing those data ment of a new agency with massive data requirements.
could markedly increase agencies' costs for administra- Potential beneficiaries who could anticipate having
tion. A further problem would arise because many their benefits reduced by the means test would have to
beneficiaries receive payments from more than one pro- report their expected resources to the agency. The
gram. In those cases, agencies would duplicate each agency would determine whether to reduce a person's
other's data collection efforts.

Having individual agencies administer a means test
would pose two additional problems in determining 2. Imposing a means test on entitlements could cost more or less than the

benefits for recipients. First, because participants SSA spends on the earnings test. On the one hand, the denial option,
would generally be unable to forecast their resources which is imposed only on the wealthiest beneficiaries, would require in-formation and adjustment of benefits for relatively few people. The
accurately, agencies would have to reconcile the pay- reduction option, on the other hand, would affect many more. In
ments people made during a year after complete, accu- connast although the tax option would involve nearly all beneficiaries.

its imposition would simply be an extension of the current income taxrate information became available. The experience of and would be unlikely to incur large additional collection costs.
the Social Security earnings test indicates that many 3. Because the SSA already has the machinery in place to administer an
cases would require reconciliation in the form of pay- earnings test, as well as data files containing significant information
ments or collections; in fact, the Social Security Admin- about Social Security and Medicare participants, it might be a strong

istration (SSA) has to correct four out of every five candidate to administer a global means test. Imposing that added
responsibility, however, might further overburden an agency that is

cases in which the earnings test applies. The SSA re- already struggling to manage its own programs adequately.
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benefits, apply the appropriate cut to each entitlement, requiring either additional resources from the Congress
and report net benefits to the agencies administering the or the reallocation of currently allocated funds.
individual programs.

Yet because the IRS is already in place, this ap-
Because the central agency would have to calculate proach is likely to be cheaper than the other alternatives

benefits for each program and keep track of information for administering the means test. Nevertheless, given
on all of the beneficiaries of all the federal govern- the IRS's claim that too little money is now available
ment's entitlements, it would have huge--and expen- for tax enforcement, any expansion of the agency's re-
sive--data needs. Furthermore, the need for year-end sponsibilities could further limit its ability to enforce
reconciliation would still exist, albeit at a somewhat the tax code. That limitation could, in turn, tempt more
lower cost because reconciliation would be centralized, people to evade taxes.
Finally, this approach to administering a means test
could require an additional bureaucracy, which might Finally, making income tax forms more complex
seem contrary to current efforts to cut back on the ac- could erode voluntary compliance with the tax law, long
tivities of the federal government, the backbone of the income tax. The IRS has cited this

argument in consistently opposing efforts to include
nonrevenue objectives in its mission.

Administration Through the
Tax System

A third alternative would use the system set up for the Should a Means Test Be
federal individual income tax to administer a means test Prospective or Retrospective?
on all entitlements. People who anticipated reductions
in their benefits would have to either notify program One issue alluded to above and common to all admin-
agencies to make the cuts or make periodic installment istrative approaches is whether a means test should be
payments to the IRS to return overpayments to the prospective or retrospective--that is, based on the re-
governmnent. At the end of the year, each agency would sources available during or before the period in whichgive beneficiaries statements reporting the amount of people receive benefits. A prospective approach would
benefits that had been paid-just as W-2 forms report offer a better measure of a person's well-being when
income from wages and 1099 forms report income from benefits were paid. It would thus reduce benefits for
nonwage sources.4 Recipients would file tax returns, those who actually had sufficient resources to withstand
reporting not just income from private sources but also the cuts. At the same time, prospective accounting re-
entitlement payments. They would also calculate quires beneficiaries to estimate their future income,
whether their benefits had been too large or too small. bringi cin totentia a tly reonconDiscepacie wold esut inthegovrnmnt' eiher bringing in the potential for a costly reconciliation
Discrepancies would result in the government's either process to correct errors in those estimates. The federal
requiring repayment or making additional payments. income tax uses a prospective measure of resources, as

do the Congressional Budget Office's simulations of all
This approach creates a variety of problems. First, three Congs

it would further complicate federal income tax returns,

which many people already find incomprehensible. In- Retrospective measures of resources, in contrast,
cluding all entitlements would add a new dimension to would be less subject to error, particularly if each bene-
this complexity. In addition, many individuals who do ficiary had to file supporting documentation such as a
not now have to file tax returns would be faced with prior year's tax return. But retrospective accounting
that annual task. Both the additional returns and their would not allow a timely measure of whether recipients
added complexity would impose costs on the IRS, could bear the cost of their benefits being reduced. "'-

approach would not recognize the changed needs of
4. Although a snilar reporting system could be established for an admin- people whose incomes dropped from one year to the

istering agency other than the IRS, the IRS has in place the necessary next--including those who retired, became unemployed,
mechanisms to rceive and process such reports. Another agency would
almost certainly incur higher costs to obtain similar results, or lost spouses through death or divorce.
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A retrospective approach would, however, address sources. (The program reduces benefits for people liv-
at least one problem endemic to any means test: the in- ing in the homes of their children, parents, or others.)
centive for people to shift resources to minimize their
loss of benefits. Although beneficiaries could still Because families generally consume as a unit, fain-
adjust their incomes over time, they might find it more ily income and wealth may provide better measures of
difficult to anticipate how they would need to change need than individual income and wealth. Using family
their incomes to receive the maximum benefits resources to determine whether individuals qualify for
possible. benefits would prevent programs from providing assis-

tance meant for the poor to individuals who have a low
level of personal income and few assets but who are
part of wealthier families. Some people would argue,

"Type of Unit for example, that an unemployed single teenage mother
living with her well-to-do parents should not receive

Means-testing could be based on the income of an welfare.
individual, a couple, or a more broadly defined family.
The choice of unit for a means test determines which re- Regardless of how units are defined for means
cipients would be affected and the amount of benefits tests, the actual structure of the tests should minimize
they would lose. The decision is a vital one: if means- the incentives for potential recipients to change their
testing does not adequately take into account differ- living arrangements or behavior to curtail reductions in
ences between units in defining needs and hence in re- their benefits. Resource thresholds above which cuts in
ducing benefits, families may have incentives to split benefits begin should vary with the size of a family and
up into separate units or combine into larger ones to its composition to avoid inducing families to split up to
avoid or limit the loss of their payments. CBO's simu- qualify for larger payments. For example, the benefit
lations use federal income tax units as the basis for reduction option would violate that maxim by having
benefit reductions. the same thresholds of income for individuals as for

married couples. Under that option, a retired couple in
Individual entitlements use a variety of units to de- which each spouse had $20,000 of pension and invest-

termine eligibility and levels of benefits. Most pro- ment income and $10,000 of Social Security would lose
grams that do not have means tests, such as Medicare, $3,000 of their Social Security benefits; if they di-
unemployment compensation, and veterans' compensa- vorced, they would keep all of their benefits. Setting up
tion, provide benefits to individuals--rather than to different levels of benefit reduction for individuals and
groups of people--who qualify through their histories of families of different sizes could reduce or remove in-
employment or military service. Social Security is sim- centives for family breakup. Designers of such a struc-
ilar in that it makes payments to individuals, but eligi- ture must use great care, however, to avoid creating
bility for the program and the benefits it pays to factors that could inadvertently lead to other unwanted
spouses and dependents may depend on the earnings behavioral changes.
histories of workers.

A related issue is the question of people transfer-
Programs that now have means tests provide ben- ring resources between units to avoid losing benefits.

efits to units ranging from individuals to households. People who want Medicaid to pay the costs of nursing
The Food Stamp program defines units most broadly as home care, for example, may try to transfer their assets
all members of a household who purchase food and to other family members in order to qualify for cover-
consume meals in common. Aid to Families with De- age. One solution would be to define the units for the
pendent Children goes to parents and their minor chil- means test more broadly. But that approach would
dren; other "essential" people may be part of the unit in eliminate the problem only if units were defined to
particular cases. Elderly and disabled people receive include all people to whom assets could be assigned. A
Supplemental Security Income payments as individuals more appropriate solution might restrict the transfer of
or couples, generally on the basis of their own re- assets for the purpose of obtaining assistance, although
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it would be difficult to prove that any given transfer had is not in question. For similar reasons, analysts see less
that motive.3 Policymakers face a related pitfall as need to allow people with high incomes to exclude the
well: they must take care to avoid structuring the rules cost of basic subsistence from their incomes in counting
of an entitlement in such a way that although they limit their net resources.
who receives benefits, they do so at the cost of failing
to meet the principal goals of the entitlement. Some options to means-test entitlements propose

using adjusted gross income to measure resources. Ad-
justed gross income has three major advantages over
other measures. First, the Individual Income Tax Code

Measuring Resources fully defines it in law. Second, the information needed
to calculate AGI is readily available--the law already re-

The decision of which resources to count in a means quires employers and other payers of income to provide

test will determine how effective the test will be in it. Third, reporting and verification of incomes would

limiting who receives benefits. Means tests for food be straightforward: beneficiaries could report their
sta ,AFDC, and consider cash income, assets, AGIs simply by submitting copies of their tax return,and, in some cases. the value of income received in kind and the administering agency cotild verify the accuracy

andin sme csesof those reports by comparing the copies with returns
(such as housing assistance or medical care, or benefits

other than cash that employers provide, such as the filed with the IRS.

payment of health insurance premiums). Most pro-grains allow people to exclude some income. The Food A significant shortcoming of AGI as a measure of
Stamp program, for example, exempts 20 percent of resources offsets these advantages, however. BecauseStamrnediogram, foor example, eemptsloymperent, othe tax code excludes some forms of income from AGI,earned income to cover the costs of employment. AGI is at best only a rough measure of well-being. It

Asset tests generally cover only financial assets, ig- does not include means-tested benefit payments, tax-

noring the value of owner-occupied houses and most exempt interest, part or all of Social Security payments,

personal property. A major exception involves automo- most employment-based benefits, cash gifts, or most
forms of in-kind income. The tax code also allows de-blesth prough as a unt thc valused fof vesicesas assets, ductions for qualified business expenses, contributions

although cars and trucks used for business or com-

muting may not be counted. to individual retirement accounts, and alimony, among
other items. These shortcomings could be overcome by

Cash income is generally the principal basis for adding excluded or deductible income to AGI.

measuring resources in any means test. Contention
arises, however, about the appropriate period over Analysts d aree a werto count inwhich to measure income and whether to allow deduc- received in kind as part of a person's resources when
tions for specific sources of income or types of expen- applying a means test. One problem involves valua-ditures. Programs that currently use a means test tepi- tion. Recipients of such income are clearly better offdatu aes. arone-monthat purreriodn te groands that tthan otherwise identical people who are not gettingcally have a one-month period on the grounds that i c m n k n ,b t h w m c et r of i ad tfamilies need assistance right away when their incomes income in kind, but how much better off is hard to

famiiesnee asistace igh awy whn teirincmes measure. A worker with cash wages of $20,000 whose
are low, especially when they have no assets to fall mer Arorker with cashrage of $2000 woseback on. employer provides health insurance that would cost

$100 a month has greater total income than a neighbor

This issue is less relevant for means tests designed who has the same $20,000 cash earnings but must pay

to limit benefits going to middle- and high-income fam- for his or her own health insurance. Is the insurance
ilies. For them, attaining a minimal standard of living worth $100 a month because it would cost that much tobuy? Is it worth less if the worker would have spent

less than $100 monthly on health insurance if he or she
5. The Medicaid piogram presumes dua any ransfer of assets occurrng had been paid the $100 in cash? Or is it worth more if

within 36 months of an application (or institutionalization, if later) was the value of the insurance is not subject to income and
made to qualify for Medicaid benefits. The program penalizes such
transfers. For assets placed in trmsts, this "look-back" period is 60 payroll taxes?
months.
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Again, these issues matter more for families at the significant depends on how many investors found it
bottom of the income distribution--who have relatively worthwhile to shift their assets to retain entitlement
little discretionary income--than for those at the top. payments that the government would otherwi,. take
Regardless of how in-kind benefits are valued, simply away. But these potential responses could significantly
ignoring those benefits would understate the family's reduce the savings from means-testing benefits.
well-being.

A final issue concerning assets involves the politics

A potentially important issue in measuring the in- of means-testing. Two-thirds of all U.S. families own
comes of the wealthy concerns unrealized income. A their home, and for many it is their most important and
stockholder whose portfolio increases in value by largest asset. Many people would consider it heretical
$100,000 during a year has income of $100,000 from to impose a means test that counted the value of one's
that source, even if he or she does not sell the stocks home in determining eligibility for an entitlement.
and realize the gains. Economists would argue that an Homeowners in general--and the elderly in particular--
accurate measure of income should include all such might think it unfair to deny them Social Security,
inflation-adjusted gains (and losses) whether realized or Medicare, and other benefits simply because they
not. owned valuable homes.

Measuring unrealized gains is straightforward for The simplest solution to this difficulty would be to
assets like stocks and bonds that are frequently mar- exclude homes in measuring assets--or at least provide
keted and for which prices are known. But measuring large exemptions. That solution has at least one major
unrealized gains for assets like owner-occupied homes, drawback, though. It would consider as equally deserv-
businesses, and other properties is more difficult. Be- ing otherwise similar homeowners and nonhomeowners,
cause of problems in valuing such assets, it may be best despite what could be huge differences in well-being.
to omit unrealized gains from means tests for entitle-
ments. Omitting such gains, however, could induce
some recipients--particularly those with higher in-
comes--to hold assets that appreciate rather than assets Taxing or Reducing In-Kind
that provide current income. Such behavior would re-
duce the budgetary savings generated by the means- Benefits
testing options.

Benefits received ir, kind present two particular
An alternative way to account for unrealized gains problems: how to value them and how to tax or reducr

would be to include assets as part of a broader measure them. Taxing or means-testing food stamps, Medicare,
of resources. But valuing assets is also difficult. As- or Medicaid would require assigning values to these
sets should clearly count in assessing well-being and benefits that would be part of recipients' taxable income
determining whether cuts in entitlements may be war- or provide the basis for benefit reductions. Little
ranted. In general, however, accurate values exist only agreement can be found among analysts about how to
for financial assets; including other assets would be value in-kind benefits, particularly medical insurance.
problematic at best. Programs that currently use a Yet even if policymakers could agree about how to as-
means test circumvent this problem by counting only sign value, actually collecting taxes on or reducing such
financial assets, which may be appropriate for families benefits could pose problems. For Medicare and Med-
with low incomes. But for wealthier families, who have icaid, there would be no practical way to reduce ben-
the ability to shift their wealth among assets, counting efits, so any reduction would have to take the form of
only some as resources would create incentives for beneficiaries paying premiums. Low-income enrollees
families to switch their assets into exempt forms. in particular might have difficulty finding the money for

those payments.
Those kinds of incentives would result in a misallo-

cation of resources: there would be too much invest- Any proposal to curtail entitlements, including the
ment in exempt assets and too little in those subject to three options discussed in this study, would have to
means tests. Whether that misallocation would be confront the question of how to value entitlement
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benefits. Most observers agree that counting food Some recipients, however, might be unable to pay the
stamps at their face value is appropriate. Food stamp premiums assessed against them as a result of the in-
allotments are generally less than what families spend kind income they receive from these programs.
on fod. If families were given cash instead of stamps,
most would continue to spend as much on food as be-
fore, indicating that they valued a dollar's worth of food
stamps the same as a dollar in cash. Consequently, the Rate of Benefit Reduction
analysis in the preceding chapters counted food stamps
at their face value. A final issue in structuring a means test is the rate at

which benefits decrease as income rises. A means test
Mnediaprach anuld mediaire morealh dificuts t rom vacts as a tax on resources, levied oil beneficiaries in the

One approach would measure health benefits from form of cuts in their entitlements. As such, it has many
these programs at their insurance value--the cost per of the characteristics of a tax. In particular, the faster a
enrollee to the government of providing those benefits. mentstrucsbefsasioeicess-ha

Usin th inurane vlueavois te poble ofim- means test reduces benefits as income increases--thatUsing the insurance value avoids the problem of ima-

puting a greater value tc benefits for those who are sick is, the higher the resulting tax rate on income--the more
puind terefrer vause the m itseorves. osavings it will generate but also the greater incentive it
and therefore use the most services. will give to recipients in the benefit phaseout range to

act to avoid its effects.
At the same time, this approach may well overstate

the value of benefits to enrollees, particularly those who In the case of a means test, that avoidance can take
are relatively healthy with low or moderate incomes of the form of shifting income to exempt sources, bunch-
which benefits constitute a large part. Many econ- ing income over time to be able to receive benefits in
omists would prefer a measure of the value each indi- some periods when income is low, reducing savings to
vidual places on the benefits he or she receives, but lower both income and assets, or accepting lower
because it would be specific to each individual, such a income from sources that are counted for the test. Of
measure is not only impractical but probably impos- particular interest are the disincentives that means-
sible to obtain in the real world, testing would create for people to work and to save.

In analyzing the effects of the policy options that Reducing benefits at too rapid a rate would induce
Chapter 3 discusses, CBO counted health benefits at some people to save less. Recipients facing the possi-
their insurance value. That measure has the virtue of ble reduction or elimination of their Social Security
being easy to determine but may pose problems for benefits because of income they receive from savings
some beneficiaries. For example, if benetiis were sub- might choose to save less in order to maintain their ben-
ject to taxation, some low-income families would find efits.6 Whether such a disincentive would have much
themselves having to pay taxes on their benefits that effect on saving behavior depends not only on the rate
they could not pay because f.heir benefits were provided of benefit reduction but also on two other factors: how
in kind, not in cash. Exemptions could protect bene- much people would save in the absence of a means test
ficiaries against this occurring, but the exemption and the income levels above which their benefits would
would reduce the revenues to be gained from the option, be cut.

The benefit reduction option would pose an addi- Younger people who anticipated receiving benefits
tional problem. It would be impractical to take away a from entitlements in the future might also respond to
fraction of medical services from people with incomes benefit reductions. Such people would tend to consume
high enough to require cuts in benefits. Consequently, more and save less for their retirement years to prevent
reductions in Medicare and Medicaid benefits would the loss of Social Security, Medicare, and other bene-
have to take the form of charging premiums equal to fits. Others who anticipated having high incomes in re-
the difference between the full value of the program and tirement might choose to increase their savings to offset
the value of the benefits that a recipient should receive.
Such premiums would be affordable for most families
who would be subject to reductions in their benefits. 6. An offsetting effect would occur if people anticipated the reduction of

their benefits in retirement and chose to save more to offset the loss.
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the loss of entitlement benefits. Given the country's appears that many do so only because they misunder-
already low rate of saving, any policy that might cause stand the test).'
people to save even less warrants careful examination
and should be adopted with caution. These disincentives to work might be significant

for some recipients of entitlements, yet the bulk of ben-
Means-testing entitlements may also discourage efits go to--and consequently the bulk of savings from

people from working. Workers who were faced with any of the options considered here come from--the
large proposed rates of reduction or the denial of ben- elderly. The elderly are highly unlikely to work, even
efits might choose to work fewer hours or to take without the added disincentives posed by a means test
lower-paying, less productive jobs to protect their en- on entitlements.' Even so, the possible drop in people's
titlements. Income experiments conducted during the work efforts that means-testing might provoke deserves
1960s and 1970s suggest that a family's principal careful con'ideration.
worker would have little reaction to such disincentives
but secondary workers in the family would be much
more likely to cut back their work hours. Some

$11,160. Recipients age 70 or older face no earnings test. Benefi-
evidence indicates that recipients of Social Security ciaries who lose benefits recoup some of that loss later because subse-

work less than they would otherwise choose to because quent benefits are higher than they otherwise would have been. Many
of the earnings test applied in that program (although it beneficiaries seem to think that either any earnings or any earnings in

excess of the limits will cause them to lose all of their benefits. As a
result. they may react much more strongly than they would if they had
an accurate understanding of the program's rules.

7. In 1994, recipients under age 65 face a loss of benefits equal to one- 8. Among people over age 65 in 1992, only 16 percent of men and 9 per-
half of all earnings in excess of $8,040. Beneficiaries ages 65 to 69 cent of women reported being in the labor force. Among those work-
have their benefits reduced by one-third of their earnings in excess of ing, more than a third worked less than full time.



Chapter Six

Comparing the Policy Options

he three policy options discussed in this study The tax option would be the least progressive of

would differ substantially in the budgetary sav- the three, a consequence of the relatively small varia-
ings they generated, the way they distributed tion in tax rates among families. The average fraction

costs among the recipients of entitlements, and the of benefits lost by affected families with incomes above
problems of administration they posed. Modifying the $100,000 would be just twice that for affected families
options so that they would have similar budgetary say- with incomes below $30,000.
ings would reduce the differences among them in their
effects on beneficiaries, but the direction of those dif- Taxing all entitlements would be the easiest of the
ferences would not change (see Appendix B). three options to administer because it would simply be

an addition to the existing federal tax system. Even so,
In principle, the three options are all variations on it would raise the costs of collecting taxes. Nearly one-

what is essentially a taxation theme: each would im- third of U.S. families would have to report additional
pose additional taxes based on a family's entitlement income on their tax returns. In addition, many families
and nonentitlement income. The options differ only in who do not now have to file returns, particularly elderly
terms of the tax rates and income brackets over which families, would become new filers.
they would apply. The choice of rates and brackets de-
termines the amount of savings and the distribution of At the other extreme, the option of denying all en-
costs among beneficiaries, titlement benefits to families with the highest incomes

would affect the fewest people but impose the greatest
The option that counts all entitlements as taxable costs on those who were affected. The denial option, as

income for the federal individual income tax would af- formulated for this study, would take benefits away
fect the most recipients, but it would impose the small- from just 1 percent of recipient families. Those fami-
est costs on those families who paid higher taxes. lies would, however, lose an average of three-fourths of
About $260 billion in new revenues over five years is their benefits.
the estimated gain from the approach (see Table 18).

As Chapter 3 describes, this option would save less
The option would raise taxes for nearly two-thirds than the other two options, about $44 billion over five

of all families receiving entitlements; its effects would years. To increase those savings would require modify-
be felt by nearly three times as many families as would ing the option so that it affected many more families.
be affected under either of the other two options. But Yet even if the savings it produced matched those ob-
the families affected by the tax option would, on aver- tained by the benefit reduction option, the number of
age, pay taxes equal to only one-tenth of their benefits-- families losing benefits would still be smaller than un-
less than half the average losses under the other two der the other options--less than one-third--and average
options. losses would be three times as large (see Appendix B).
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Table 18.
Comparing the Effects of Three Policy Options to Cut Net Entitlement Costs

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Family Category Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

Budgetary Savings over Five Years (Billions of dollars)

All Families 258.0 189.8 44.2

Percentage of Recipient Families Affected

All Families 64 22 1

Income (1995 dollars)'
1 to 29,999 63 b 0
30,000 to 99,999 64 56 b
100,000 or more 71 82 29

Average Percentage of Benefits Lost by Families Losing Benefits

All Families 10 23 77

Income (1995 dollars)'
1 to 29,999 8 c 0
30,000 to 99,999 12 15 c
100.000 or more 17 71 77

SOURCE: Congessional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue
Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

a. Family income comrrses all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative income are included only in totals.

b. Less than 0.5 percent.

c. Too few families would be affected to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.

Nevertheless, the option's effects would still be highly cases would require adjustment to account for unex-
progressive: few families with incomes of less than pected changes in income.
$50,000 would lose benefits.

Reducing the benefits given to middle- and high-
Finally, denying benefits to high-income families income families would produce savings and effects on

would require either entirely new administrative mecha- beneficiaries that fall between the other two options.
nisms or substantial changes to existing bureaucracies. The reduction option would affect about one-fifth of all
New or existing agencies would, however, have to deal recipient families, and they would lose an average of
with relatively few cases--only the most affluent fami- nearly one-quarter of their benefits. That amount is
lies would be required to submit information about their more than twice the average loss under the tax option
incomes. Furthermore, most affected families would but less than one-third the loss under the benefit denial
lose all of their benefits. Consequently, relatively few option.
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The option would be highly progressive, although Like the denial option, reducing benefits would re-
not as progressive as the denial option. Families with quire substantial new administrative machinery, but
incomes above $100,000 who were affected would lose unlike the denial approach, the increase in costs and
an average of more than two-thirds of their benefits. In effort would be much greater. Because potentially
comparison, families with incomes between $30,000 more families would be affected, a greater fraction of
and $100,000 would lose less than one-sixth of theirs, beneficiaries would have to file information about their
and few families with incomes below $30,000 would be incomes with the administering agency.
affected. As the option was conceived in this study, it
would save about $190 billion over five years, three-
quarters as much as the tax option but more than four
times as much as the denial option.
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Appendix A

Calculating Budgetary Savings
and Distributional Effects

T he budgetary savings in this analysis derive

from the economic and budget assumptions Simulating Policy Options
contained in the Congressional Budget Office

(CBO) publication The Economic and Budget Out- CBO developed a microsimulation model based on data
look: Fiscal Years 1995-1999, released in January from the transfer income file to estimate the effects of
1994. They are also based on CBO's simulations of alternative policy options. Simulation consisted of
options for reducirg net entitlement spending. This three steps.
appendix describes the methodology used to estimate
those savings and the distributional effects of the op- 1. Because each policy option was formulated to be-
tions. come effective in 1995, the model deflated all pol-

icy parameters denominated in dollars from 1995
dollars to 1990 dollars based on the consumer price
index. Thus, for example, the $40,000 threshold

"Constructing the Database for 1995 cuts in the benefit reduction option was
deflated to about $34,200, the comparable value

CBO based the simulations it conducted for this study for 1990.
on data from the March 1991 Current Population Su -

vey (CPS), a microdata file created by the Bureau of the 2. Using the deflated parameters, the model applied
Census that is representative of the noninstitutionalized each option to each federal tax unit in the transfer
U.S. population in 1990. CBO adjusted the basic CPS income file to determine whether that unit would be
file to reflect the distribution of income from federal tax subject to higher federal income taxes or reduced
returns as shown in the Internal Revenue Service's 1990 transfer benefits if the option was enacted.
Statistics of Income and to mirror information about the
receipt of entitlements derived from administrative re- 3. CBO tabulated the tax increases or benefit cuts
cords of the various entitlement ;.ograms. among categories of income, types of families, and

entitlement programs to assess the overall effect of
The resulting file, referred to here as the transfer each option on the entire U.S. population.

income file, contains records for about 150,000 people
in nearly 60,000 households and represents the non- The resulting tabulations estimate how the options
institutionalized domestic population of the United and 1995 tax law--had they been in place--would have
States in 1990. Tabulations of this file ,rovided the affected recipients of entitlement benefits in 1990. In
information presented in Chapter 2 about the distribu- particular, CBO estimated the percentage of total
tion of entitlement benefits. spending for each entitlement program that each option
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would recoup in either higher taxes or reduced benefits. taxes or reduced benefits. Although the assumptions
Chapter 4 presents the results of those simulations. undoubtedly will not hold precisely, they offer a sensi-

ble benchmark for estimating budgetary savings.
To project the effects of the policy options, CBO

assumed that the distribution of people among types of
families and of incomes among families would remain
essentially unchanged through the 1990s, at least for Estimating Budgetary Savings
that portion of the population receiving entitlement
benefits. In particular, CBO assumed that there would CBO estimated the budgetary savings that each option
be little change in the composition of the population would generate by multiplying the percentage reductioi.
receiving entitlements and that the incomes of that pop- in benefits from each entitlement program--as estimated
ulation would grow roughly at the rate of inflation, by the microsimulations described above--times the

baseline outlay projections for each program. To de-
If those assumptions held, there would be no velop the estimates shown in Chapter 3, CBO used dif-

change over the decade in the fraction of families af- fering assumptions for each option and type of entitle-
fected by each option, the fraction of their benefits that ment about the distribution of revenues or savings
they would lose, and the share of total spending from among fiscal years.
each entitlement program that would be taken in higher
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Budgetary Savings and Distributional Effects
of Options with Equivalent Budgetary Savings

he Congressional Budget Office (CBO) mod- The Tax Option

eled the options examined in the body of this
analysis after actual proposals for entitlement For the tax option, low-income beneficiaries would

savings. As Chapter 3 indicates, the options would have to count only some or none of their benefits as
have widely divergent budgetary effects, ranging from taxable income. Therefore, they would suffer no or
savings of about $44 billion over five years under the only small effective cuts in their entitlements. In partic-
benefit denial option to increased revenues of roughly ular, married couples who filed joint tax returns and
$260 billion over the same period under the tax option, had combined adjusted gross income (AGI) and entitle-

ment income--which will be termed "modified AGI"--of
This appendix describes the budgetary savings and less than $13,000 in 1995 would have none of their

distributional effects of three options similar in con- benefits included in their taxable income. For other tax
struct to those described in Chapter 3 but with modifi- units, the threshold would be $10,000.
cations to the tax and benefit denial options that make
them generate budgetary savings similar to those of the A tax unit with modified AGI greater than the
benefit reduction option. Comparing the distributional threshold would count as taxable income the smaller of
effects of equivalent options gives a better indication of its entitlement income or the amount by which its modi-
which beneficiaries would bear the costs of reducing net fied AGI exceeded the threshold. Thus, a couple with
spending for entitlements. $5,000 of nonentitlement income and $7,000 from So-

cial Security would count none of the Social Security
income as taxable because its modified AGI of $12,000
would not exceed the threshold. If the couple also re-

Modifying the Options ceived Medicare benefits valued at $6,000, it would
include $5,000 of entitlements as taxable income, the

The modifications to the tax and benefit denial options amount by which its modified AGI of $18,000 ex-
focused on exemptions and thresholds. Exempting ceeded the $13,000 threshold. This modification to the
from taxation some or all of the benefits of low-income tax option would exempt the poorest recipients from
recipients would reduce the budgetary savings of the taxes on their benefits and would limit the effects of
tax option and limit its effects on the lower end of the taxes on other low-income beneficiaries. For some
income distribution. Lowering the thresholds above families with incomes above the threshold, however,
which the benefit denial option would take away all each additional dollar of earnings would add two dol-
benefits from higher-income recipients would increase lars to taxable income, thus doubling the marginal tax
budgetary savings and spread the costs of those savings rates those families would face.
farther down the income distribution.
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The Benefit Denial Option Distributional Effects

To obtain greater budgetary savings from this option,
CBO lowered its income thresholds substantially. The general pattern of distributional effects of the three
Rather than taking away all benefits from couples with options observed for the initial forms described in
1995 incomes above $130,000 and from other tax units Chapter 4 would still obtain for the modified versions.
with incomes above $I 10,000, the income thresholds Differences between the options, however, would be
were cut by more than half to $60,000 and $52,000, smaller. The tax option would still affect many more
respectively, recipient families than the other options and take less of

their benefits in taxes. The benefit denial option would
Left unchanged was the $10,000 interval below take larger shares of entitlement income away from

these cutoff thresholds to which a 50 percent rate of fewer beneficiaries.
benefit reduction applied. Thus, a couple with a total
income, including entitlements, of less than $50,000 The tax option would affect nearly twice as many
would lose no benefits; a couple with an income be- recipient families as the benefit reduction option and
tween $50,000 and $60,000 would lose half of the ben- six times as many as the denial option (see Table B-2).
efits that caused its total income to exceed $50,000. A Two-fifths of all recipient families would pay higher
couple for whom nonentitlement income alone exceeded taxes; only at the bottom of the income distribution
$60,000 would get no benefits. would fewer than half of the families see their tax bills

rise. In contrast, the denial option would affect hardly
any families with incomes below $40,000, and less than
one-fourth of families with incomes between $50,000

Budgetary Savings and $75,000 would lose benefits. Elderly recipients
would be half again as likely as the average recipient to

As modified, the three options would generate roughly lose benefits under either the tax or denial options, but

similar budgetary savings, although some differences only slightly more likely to be affected by the reduction

would arise. Variations occur because the effects of the option.

options would be spread differently over fiscal yearsand ecase hei groth vertim woud dpen onThe elderly would bear more of the total cost of theand because their growth over time would depend on

the mix of programs affected.' tax and denial options than of the reduction option, pri-
marily because the former options protect families with

The unmodified benefit reduction option would children (see Table B-3). Both the tax and the denial

save about $9 billion in 1995, rising to less than $50 options would generate five-sixths of their savings from

billion in 1999 and just slightly less than $190 billion the elderly and less than one-twentieth from families

over five years (see Table B-1). The modified tax op- with children. In comparison, the reduction option

tion would raise federal revenues by about $13 billion would obtain less than three-fourths of its savings from

in 1995, increase 1999 revenues by slightly more than the elderly and one-eighth from families with children.

$50 billion, and generate budgetary savings of about
$192 billion over the 1995-1999 period. The modified At the same time, the benefit reduction and denial
benefit denial option would save somewhat more over options would impose costs primarily on families at the
the period--almost $207 billion--primarily because it top of the income distribution, whereas the tax option

would have significantly larger savings in the first year would be more broadly baseo, in part because 85 per-

than the other options. When fully effective, all three cent of Social Security benefits are already taxable for

options would reduce net annual outlays for affected high-income families. Roughly half of the savings from

entitlements by about 5 percent. both the reductioin and denial options would come from
families with incomes above $100,000 and more than
90 percent from families with incomes above $50,000.

I. In adtion, CBO defined dte modifications to the tax and benefit denial In contrast, the tax option would get half of its revenues
optom in even dmsandso(dollars. Fineradjustments to the values for from families with incomes below $40,000 and nearly
the exernptions and thuesholds under those options could generate
budgcty savings that were more nearly equal for the three options. 90 percent from those with incomes below $100,000.
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Affected families would lose the greatest fraction families in each of the income categories above
of benefits under the denial option and the smallest un- $50,000. Affected families with lower incomes would
der the tax option (see Table B-4). Families affected lose more under the tax option than under the other two
by the benefit denial option would lose an average of options, principally because the tax option would sub-
three-fifths of their benefits, compared with one-fourth ject more of their benefits to loss. Similar relationships
for those affected by the reduction option and one-ninth among options can be observed for individual programs
for those paying higher taxes under the tax option. A (see Table B-5).
similar pattern obtains for each type of family and for
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Table B-1.
Estimated Gains in Revenues and Reductions In Spending Under Three Policy Options Generating
Equivalent Budgetary Savings In Net Entitlement Costs, Fiscal Years 1995-1999 (In billions of dollars)

Policy Option 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1995-1999

Broaden Definition of Taxable
Income to Include Entitlements 13.5 39.0 42.4 46.5 50.8 192.2

Reduce Entitlement Benefits for
Middle- and High-Income
Recipients 9.4 45.4 42.2 44.9 47.9 189.8

Deny Entitlement Benefits to
High-Income Recipients 19.3 47.5 43.7 46.5 49.7 206.7

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: The table covers the folowing entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Medicare, Medicaid, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, and the Food Stamp
program.

a. This option closely resembles the proposal of the Concord Coalition to reduce spending for entitlements and is identical to the option to reduce
benefits for middle- and high-income recipients discussed in Chapter 3.
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Table B-2.
Percentage of Recipient Families Losing Benefits Under Three Policy Options Generating
Equivalent Budgetary Savings In Net Entitlement Costs, by Family Income and Type

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Family Category Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

All Families 42 22 7

Income (1995 dollars)'
1 to 9,999 7 0 0
10,000 to 19,999 33 b 0
20,000 to 29,999 63 1 b
30,000 to 39,999 62 20 b
40,000 to 49,999 57 74 3
50,000 to 74,999 56 75 23
75,000 to 99,999 55 74 45
100,000 to 149,999 62 77 60
150,000 or more 77 89 78

Typec
With children 12 20 1
Elderly 60 25 11
Other 42 21 7

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covers the blowing entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
Medicaid. Food stamps are measured at face value; Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any

- paid.

a. Family income comprises all cash Income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative income are included only in totals.

b. Less than 0.5 percent.

c. Fanilies with children are al families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.
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Table k-3.
Distribution of Budgetary Savings Under Three Policy Options Generating
Equivalent Budgetary Savings in Not Entitlement Costs, by Family Income and Type (In percent)

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Family Category Entitlements High-income Recipients Recipients

All Families 100 100 100

Income (1995 dollars)"
I to 9,999 0 0 0
10,000 to 19,999 9 b b
20,000 to 29,999 22 b b
30,000 to 39,999 20 1 b
40,000 to 49,999 12 6 b
50,000 to 74,999 18 26 17
75,000 to 99,999 8 21 29
100,000 to 149,999 6 25 30
150,000 or more 5 21 23

Type*
With children 4 12 2
Elderly 80 72 84
Other 17 15 14

SOURCE: Congressioa Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

Thetable covers the folowing entitlements: Social Security and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Supplemental Security Income, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
Medicaid. Food stamps are measured at face value; Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of premiums.

a. Family income compvses all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative Income are included only in totals.

b. Less than 0.5 percent.

c. Famies wilh chidren are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have a' least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.
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Table B-4.
Average Percentage of Benefits Lost by Families Losing Benefits Under Three Policy Options Generating
Equivalent Budgetary Savings In Net Entitlement Costs, by Family Income and Type

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Family Category Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

All Families 11 23 60

Income (1995 dollars)8

1 to 9,999 2 0 0
10,000 to 19,999 7 b 0
20,000 to 29,999 10 b b
30,000 to 39,999 13 2 b
40,000 to 49,999 12 6 7
50,000 to 74,999 13 19 27
75,000 to 99,999 15 38 72
100,000 to 149,999 16 64 92
150,000 or more 19 81 99

Typee
With children 5 20 43
Elderly 12 23 61
Other 10 22 57

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Service's 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTES: Families are groups of related people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

The table covers the following entitlements: Social Secunty and Railroad Retirement, unemployment compensation, veterans' compensa-
tion and pensions, Supplerr.,ntal Security Income, Aid to Famil;es with Dependent Children, the Food Stamp program, Medicare, and
Medicaid. Food stamps are measured at face value; Medicare and Medicaid benefits are assigned their insurance value net of any

premiums paid.

a. Family income comprises all cash income plus the face value of food stamps; it excludes the value of other benefits received in kind. Families
with zero or negative income are included only in totais.

b. Too few families would be affected to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.

c. Families with children are all families with at least one member under age 18. Elderly families are all families without children who have at least
one member age 65 or older. Other families are all families not in the first two categories.
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Table B-5.
How Three Policy Options Generating Equivalent Budgetary Savings in Net Entitlement Costs
Affect the Benefits Lost by Recipient Families, by Program (in percent)

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

Recipient Families Losing Benefits

Cash Social Insurance Programs
Social Secudtya 56 24
Unemployment compensation b 32 4

Veterans' benefits0  57 39 14
Means-Tested Assistance

Supplemental Security Income 25 7 2
Aid to Families with Dependent Childrend 18 5 1
Food stamps 21 2 e

Health Programs
Medicare 57 23 10
Medicaid 20 6 1

All Benefits 42 22 7

Benefits Lost by Families Losing Benefits

Cash Social Insurance Programs
Social Security 10 23 60
Unemployment compensation b 25 78
Veterans' benefits0  15 21 50

Means-Tested Assistance
Supplemental Security Income 7 18 38
Aid to Families with Dependent Childrend 5 13 f
Food stamps 4 f f

Health Programs
Medicare 16 23 63
Medicaid 7 16 f

All Benefits 11 23 60
S................................................................................................
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Table B-5.
Continued

Broaden Taxable Reduce Benefits Deny Benefits
Income to Include to Middle- and to High-Income

Entitlements High-Income Recipients Recipients

Benefits Lost by All Recipient Families

Cash Social Insurance Programs
Social Security8  6 7 7
Unemployment compensation b 9 5
Veterans' benefitse 10 10 9

Means-Tested Assistance
Supplemental Security Income 2 2 1
Aid to Families with Dependent Children' 1 1 e
Food stamps 1 e e

Health Programs
Medicare 10 6 7
Medicaid 2 1 1

All Benefits 5 5 5

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Census Bureau's March 1991 Current Population Survey, the Internal Revenue

Services 1990 Statistics of Income, and administrative statistics from individual entitlement programs.

NOTE: Families are groups of reiated people living together. Individuals not living with relatives are considered one-person families.

a. Includes Railroad Retirement benefits.

b. The tax option would not affect recipients of unemployment compensation because that entitlement is already subject to income taxation.

c. Veterans' benefits comprise veterans' compensation and veterans pensions.

d. Because the data do not distinguish accurately between recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and recipients of
general assistance, some recipients of general assistance are included with recipients of AFDC.

e. Less than 0.5 percent.

f. Too few families would be affected to allow estimation of a statistically meaningful value.
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